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Microchips and megadeaths

"Then I was shocked by the feeling that the skin of my face had come off. Then, the hands and arms, too. Starting from the elbow to the fingertips, all the skin of my right hand came off and hung down grotesquely. The skin of my left hand, all five fingers, all came off. . . . Hundreds of people were squirming in the stream. I couldn't tell if they were men or women. They all looked alike. Their faces were swollen and grey, their hair standing up. Holding their hands high, groaning, people were rushing to the river. . . . Under the bridge were floating, like dead dogs or cats, many corpses, barely covered by tattered clothes. In the shallow water near the bank, a woman was lying face upward, her breasts were torn away and blood spurting. . . . By my side many junior high school students were squirming in agony. They were crying insanely 'Mother! Mother!' They were so severely burned and bloodstained that one could scarcely dare to look at them. I could do nothing for them but watch them die one by one, seeking their mothers in vain." (Eyewitness account, Hiroshima, 6 August 1945.)

Engineers played their part in the making of these events. Thirty-five years later their role has become central, for the technology of delivering death has been greatly improved. We no longer have to rely on manned aircraft to drop atomic bombs but send them as the warheads of self-guided missiles. This is where electronic engineering makes its particular contribution to slaughter, in the design of the guidance system. Consider, for example, the Trident and the Tomahawk, the two nuclear missiles which the UK Government, without benefit of open Parliamentary debate, has swung on a reluctant nation. Both of these have guidance systems which rely on advanced digital microelectronics to update an inertial navigator. In the Trident, a submarine-launched ballistic missile intended as Britain's independent nuclear weapon, the electronic system receives reference information from the optical pattern of the stars. The Tomahawk, part of a NATO arsenal that will be owned and operated by US military forces, is a cruise missile; here the electronic system receives reference information on the geographic contours of the desired route from a magnetic-core memory and information on the actual contours over which it is travelling from a radar altimeter. And such is technical progress that as we get more and more devices on a single silicon chip so we are able to kill more and more people with a single missile.

Through work on such weapons electronics engineers in the East and the West have put themselves in the service of politicians, generals and industrialists who have become monomaniacs; who seem to see no way out of the self-perpetuating system of threat and counter-threat into which they have locked themselves and, like drug-addicts, desperately go on with it. The only thing likely to drag them out of their dementia is a threat from another direction — a concerted threat of rebellion from the trapped populations. It becomes increasingly clear, as our distinguished American contemporary Science has said, "that deterrence cannot ultimately be stable, and that the civilian populations of the world are no longer defended by the armed forces for which their taxes pay, but are merely hostages to them."

None of us can be proud to serve a technology which is being used in the name of "defence" as a means to attain immense human suffering. Because we know what this technology can do we should be among the leaders of dissent.
Simple pick-up arm design

Separating vertical and horizontal pivots allows use of longer arm

By David Read, B.Sc. Hons (Elec. Eng.)

Costing between £5 and £10 to make, this arm gives improved tracking performance compared with conventional arms. Increased effective arm length is achieved by positioning the horizontal pivot at the extremity of the arm. Separation of the pivots also makes for easier construction.

Few people can afford either the money or the room for a hi-fi system which is tailor-made by experts with nothing but the excellence of performance in mind. The limits of cost and space, therefore, largely determine the type of equipment to be found in an installation. But even within these limits, it is no more than economic sense to arrange that the assembly contains units each with much the same standard of performance; it is also good engineering practice.

Home construction, properly carried out, obviously offers the best chance of achieving the highest standard of performance for a given outlay. Electronic equipment is well suited to this approach, especially using today’s highly-developed solid-state technology. But the mechanical parts of a system are rarely given the do-it-yourself treatment. The average resources – in engineering know-how and availability of precision tools – are generally thought to be inadequate for this sort of work. I believe otherwise; given a suitable design, any limitations in skill and machinery can be overcome without much difficulty.

One of the items of hi-fi equipment which particularly lends itself to amateur construction is the pick-up arm. Provided that the design is right, only a normal complement of tools handled with average care is needed to produce a mechanism which will match the performance of a top-quality, high-compliance cartridge costing up to ten times as much in outlay.

The pick-up arm to be described is designed with the above thoughts in mind; it would cost between £5 and £10 to make. It mainly differs from commercial arms of conventional design in that the vertical and horizontal pivots are not positioned at the same point along the arm. As the photographs show, the pivot which allows movement in the vertical plane is mounted forward of the one giving horizontal movement. In this way, the horizontal pivot can be placed at the maximum distance from the turntable centre for a given plinth size because it is not then necessary to allow for traverse of the counterbalance weight behind what is normally the common pivot point. Thus there is room for a longer arm, giving improved tracking, and the staggering of the pivots means that, being separate, they are of simpler form and therefore easier to make.

The description deals first with the fundamentals of pick-up arm operation, showing what the requirements are and the ways in which these requirements may be met. The degree of development which could be applied to the basic concept depends on the personal taste, enthusiasm, ingenuity and ability of the builder and, to some extent, on the depth of pocket. As an example of what can be done a mk 2 model, built by the author and in regular use, is discussed to show some of the improvements affecting the appearance and ease of operation rather than performance which may be achieved.

Pick-up arm design is a matter of satisfying a number of conflicting needs and avoiding a few pitfalls. There has been much discussion, in these pages and elsewhere, on the subject of arm operation. It would not serve any useful purpose to go over the ground again in detail, although it is worthwhile listing the main requirements of a fixed-pivot arm of the type to be described, as opposed to the expensive, parallel-tracking mechanisms which so delight the servo-control enthusiasts.

The fixed pivot arm has to be designed for compromise. Ideally, it should carry the cartridge in such a way that this behaves as though it were effectively floating in space. For this to happen, the arm would need to be of zero mass and move without friction. There would also need to be a gradual change in the relative positions of arm and cartridge to match the geometry of the modulated groove being tracked. It is because these are not practical possibilities that compromises must be made to compensate as far as possible for the discrepancies between ideal and real operation.

The main requirements are that:

• in the horizontal plane, it occupies the correct position relative to the disc centre
• the end carrying the cartridge moves as freely as possible at a constant distance above the disc surface
• it holds the cartridge so that the stylus is maintained in contact with the grooves and with the optimum force on both walls
• it maintains the cartridge in its correct position relative to the groove with the minimum variation – random or periodic.

The requirement of small random change means, mainly, that the arm should be
Diagram shows some suggested improvements to the first two versions illustrated in the photographs. Vertical pivot arrangement could be made from a solid block, as shown at 1. Adjustment block for bottom pivot cup allows easy adjustment of bias. RS Components opto switch type 306061 together with blade attached to arm or pivot shaft allows automatic switch off (bottom right). Circuitry can conveniently be fed from 18 volt supply within direct drive turntable unit.

Collar offset to allow sufficient material for locking grub screw beneath
tolerant of external vibration. Small periodic change requires that the arm should not be prone to mechanical resonance at any frequency in the audio band, and of moderate amplitude outside the band.

Turning from the general to the particular the illustrations show that the arm is effectively constructed in three sections - the vertical pivot assembly, formed of a U-frame and a shaft which supports the horizontal-pivot carrier bar, allowing this to traverse in the horizontal plane - the horizontal pivot assembly, incorporating the carrier bar and the horizontal-pivot block - the arm itself, with adjustable counterbalance weight and cartridge-mounting platform.

The principle component of the vertical pivot is a silver-steel shaft of about 3mm diameter (not a critical dimension), tapered at both ends. When the shaft is fitted, each tapered end rests in a dimple seating to form a low-friction pivot of the type often used to suspend the revolving rings of a gimbal assembly (hence such pivots are often loosely called gimbals).

The top of the shaft mates with a simple seating formed in a brass boss and screwed into a tapped bush in the centre of the upper angle plate of the U-frame. The dimple seating holding the lower end of the shaft is drilled in a solid brass block or platform held in position on the U-frame base plate by screws passing through elongated holes. When the vertical pivot shaft is in position, the boss is screwed down into the bush until the shaft tips are located in the centres of the dimple seatings. The shaft is thus held so that there is no sideways movement at either end, but it is free to rotate about its axis.

The function of the block platform is to enable the lower dimple seating to be moved, when the securing screws are released, a small distance either side of a point vertically below the upper seating. Movement is possible to the extent of the elongated screw holes along a horizontal line parallel with the back plate of the U-frame. By this means, the shaft may be tilted through a small angle so as to provide anti-skating bias.

The diagram shows that the block has a V-groove cut into one edge immediately opposite a raised-head screw let into the U-frame base. The purpose of the groove and screw is to enable easy adjustment of the amount of bias, in a way similar to that employed in car distributors for setting the contact-breaker gap. The vertical offset is achieved with the two back screws rocking the dimpled base plates on the hardwood motorboard.

The drawing shows a method of securing the horizontal carrier bar to the pivot shaft. A hole drilled about 8mm from one end of the bar through which the vertical pivot shaft is passed provides an interference fit. One or two tapped holes (metric size M2.5 or 6BA) lead horizontally from the rear end-face of the carrier bar into the shaft hole. Slotted grub screws are fitted into the threaded holes so that when tightened the bar is securely fixed to the shaft. In this way the vertical position of the carrier above the bottom plate of the U-frame (and hence above the turntable) may be adjusted to set the angle between the stylus cantilever and disc at the recommended (standard) value of 15 degrees, the cartridge then being parallel to the disc surface.

At the other end of the carrier bar, the horizontal-pivot block is fixed in position by means of screws, not visible in the photograph, leading through the bar into tapped holes in the block. The tubular section arm passes through an elongated hole in this block, being held there by a pivot arrangement described below.

The block is shown in enlarged detail in the drawing. Two tapped holes lead into the pick-up arm aperture from opposite sides of the block to form a line along a diameter of the arm when positioned centrally in the aperture. Slot-headed screws, with tapered ends to form pivot points, are threaded into these holes, one from each vertical side face of the pivot block.

A brass collar, of about 5mm thickness by 15mm o.d., is fitted to the pick-up arm tube at the point where it passes through the pivot-block aperture, being fixed in position roughly two-thirds of the length of the arm from the end carrying the cartridge by a grub screw threaded through it and bearing onto the tube. This collar has two dimple seatings located centrally on the outside face at opposite ends of a diameter, and clear of the securing-screw hole. When the arm, with its fitted collar, is positioned correctly in the aperture the two pivot screws are tightened so that their tapered ends locate in the dimple seatings.

This assembly thus forms a second gimbal mounting and allows the arm to move freely in the vertical plane.

The pick-up arm is simply a maleable aluminium-alloy tube, not hard duraluminium, with one end pinched into a flat spade shape for about 25mm with two slotted holes cut into it for securing the cartridge. The slots provide for limited adjustment of the angle between arm and cartridge. At the other end of the arm (in the prototype design), a lead slug is fitted into the tube and held there by a common paperclip. This slug forms the major part of the weight required to counterbalance the combined mass of that part of the arm which is on the opposite side of the horizontal pivot and the cartridge itself. A brass collar passed over the pick-up tube at this end acts as a sliding fit and held in position by a grub screw is set to give the recommended playing weight.

An alternative counterbalancing arrangement is illustrated in detail 3 which offers some advantages in case of operation and adjustment, but at the expense of a slight increase in difficulty of construction.

In this modification, the counterbalance weight is a single rectangular block of brass measuring about 30 by 18 by 20mm. As the drawing shows, a hole of 15mm diameter runs between two of the block faces and connects at right angles to a second, smaller hole leading from the centre of the upper face. The lower part of the connecting hole is tapped to take a screw to secure the balance weight in position on the arm. The upper part is counterbored to take the screw head and allow for screwdriver access.

On the end of the pick-up arm adjacent to the vertical pivot, one or two layers of a special self-adhesive flexible foam plastic are wrapped round the tube, over a length of about 20mm. Two thin shells of semi-circular section - made of, say, ⅞mm material - are fitted round this plastic sleeve to provide mechanical decoupling. The main hole drilled through the counterbalance weight is of suitable diameter to slide over the shell/sleeve assembly so that, with the weight positioned on it, the plastics material is slightly compressed. The weight can then be moved along the sleeve to an appropriate position to give the recommended playing pressure for the chosen cartridge. Having achieved this, the counterweight securing screw is
tightly, care being taken that the weight has its longer axis exactly parallel to the vertical pivot shaft so that it does not touch either this or the carrier bar.

The principal advantage of this alternative counterbalancing arrangement is that the plastic sleeve mechanically separates the arm and the weight and so adds resista-
tance to the mass and compliance of the arm/cartridge assembly and reduces the Q of the natural resonance of the combination. A reduction of about 5dB in the amount of vibration at the resonance fre-
quency is aimed at. Measurements are being taken for a mk 3 arm after experiments with different materials, including Sorbo-
thane (Fermal, Plasticell division), Inseal (Dickinson Robinson group), and Eckor-
sorb (Emmerson & Cumming). The em-
phasis is on plasticity, not elasticity, as elastie material could aid resonances.

The arms are of very light construction, an advantage from the point of view of stability of the gimbal bearing and reduced chances of damage in transit. But it does mean the arms are only suitable for high compliance pick-up cartridges, typically 20 x 10^{-6} cm/duy or better.

Best results are obtained if the pick-up arm is suitably positioned in relation to the turntable (see items 1 and 2, below), has the cartridge properly fitted (item 3) and is correctly adjusted in respect of two other settings affecting the arm itself (items 4 and 5). These five parameters of operation and the necessary adjustments for optimum performance are as follows.

1. **Tackle angle**, otherwise called the vertical tracking angle, is the angle be-

between the cantilever carrying the stylus tip and the surface of the disc being replayed, standardised at 15 degrees for most car-

tridges. It is the angle set between the cantilever arm and the top face of the car-

tridge body. This face is held flush with the flattened end of the pick-up arm and if this flattened end has surfaces parallel to the axis of the arm, the vertical tracking angle will be correct when the arm is set parallel to the surface of the turntable. Thus, the only adjustment necessary in the arm mounting is to arrange for the appro-

riate height of the carrier bar on the verti-
cal pivot shaft.

2. **Overhang** is the amount by which the effective length of the pick-up arm — the length from the vertical pivot to the stylus tip — exceeds the distance from the verti-
cal pivot to the spindle of the turntable. Overhang is measured as the hori-
izontal distance between the centre of the turn-
table and the stylus when the stylus, spindle and vertical pivot are all in the

same straight line. With record and turn-
table placed at the front left corner of the plinth and the arm base at the far back right, you can then arrive at arm length and overhang using the table.

3. **Offset angle** is the angle between the axis of the pick-up arm and the longitudinal axis of the cartridge which can be con-
sidered as a datum at 90° to the line of correct normal lateral displacement of the stylus. For a reproducing stylus to trace the recorded groove without distortion, the longitudinal axis of the cartridge must be maintained at a tangent to the recorded groove. As the pick-up arm sweeps round a fixed pivot, i.e. does not act as a parallel-
tracking mechanism, this ideal condition cannot be met. However, as a combined effect of optimum setting of both offset angle and overhang, tangential tracking can be made to occur at two points along the curve swept by the stylus, i.e. at two values of groove radius. The extent of the tracking error can thus be reduced to an acceptable value on either side of these two points.

4. **Playing weight** is the force exerted by the stylus tip on the disc surface. In this arm, the amount of force is mainly controlled by the weight of the counter-

balance slug in the basic form or by the position of the rectangular block in the modified arrangement. Fine adjustment to suit the cartridge installed is obtained by moving the sliding collar to an appropriate position which can easily be determined by measuring the weight at the stylus using one of the small calibrated balance mecha-
nisms readily available for this purpose. The same means of setting adjustment can be used for the modified counterbalance system.

5. **Anti-skating bias.** As the stylus traces the modulated groove it experiences a side thrust — a component of frictional force acting along a tangent to the curve swept by the stylus round the vertical pivot — which causes it to bear more heavily on one side of the groove than on the other. This can result in a difference in performance between the two channels of a stereo recording; in particular, it can cause the onset of distortion at a lower modulation level in one channel than in the other. This unwanted side thrust can be counteracted by an opposing rotational bias acting at the vertical pivot of the arm. Such a bias is easily provided here by inclining the pivot shaft at a small angle, so slant as to be unnoticeable. This is done by releasing screws in the adjustment block and sliding the block an appropriate distance (10 the left as viewed in the illustration, i.e. toward the turntable). A screwdriver blade, suitably angled between the slot in the side of the block and the nearby screw head makes precise adjustment easier.

As the figures in the Table show, the magni-

tude of the tracking error becomes less as the effective length of the pick-arm in-

creases. The vertical pivot in this design is

located at a distance from the turntable which is the maximum for a given plinth size, so the effective length of the arm is virtually equal to its overall length.

---

Table: Pivot to stylus length (inches) | Optimum overhang (inches) | Optimum offset angle (degrees) | % 2nd harmonic distortion due to tracking error | Zero tracking error points in Inches from record centre | Maximum tracking error (degrees)
---
| 7.5 | 0.76 | 27.62 | 0.91 | 2.34 | 4.61 | 2.93 |
| 8.0 | 0.69 | 25.56 | 0.85 | 2.31 | 4.00 | 2.77 |
| 8.5 | 0.65 | 24.00 | 0.79 | 2.33 | 4.58 | 2.58 |
| 9.0 | 0.62 | 22.70 | 0.74 | 2.32 | 4.62 | 2.33 |
| 9.5 | 0.58 | 21.33 | 0.70 | 2.30 | 4.60 | 2.23 |
| 10.0 | 0.55 | 20.19 | 0.66 | 2.34 | 4.56 | 2.15 |
| 10.5 | 0.52 | 19.24 | 0.61 | 2.33 | 4.59 | 2.00 |
| 11.0 | 0.50 | 18.38 | 0.58 | 2.33 | 4.61 | 1.87 |
| 11.5 | 0.48 | 17.59 | 0.56 | 2.33 | 4.62 | 1.76 |
| 12.0 | 0.45 | 16.67 | 0.54 | 2.31 | 4.58 | 1.75 |
| 12.5 | 0.43 | 16.01 | 0.51 | 2.31 | 4.58 | 1.66 |
| 13.0 | 0.41 | 15.40 | 0.50 | 2.31 | 4.60 | 1.58 |

Column 4 is for a recorded velocity of 10cm/s r.m.s. The last column is for an arm having the optimum offset angle and optimum overhang.

continued on page 62
Electronic systems in light aircraft and some of the smaller business types are still recognizably concerned with communications and navigation, with perhaps a weather radar and landing aid in the more opulent. The electronics are aids: without them, the aircraft will fly perfectly well, but may tend to fly into "stuffed clouds" and to use more fuel than they should.

Airliners of the more statuesque variety and even some of the smaller ones rely to a far greater extent on electronic assistance for automatic flight control (a.f.c.), fuel management, automatic landing and navigation. Aerodynamically exotic aeroplanes, like the Harrier and the Super Mirage 4000, for example, simply will not stay in the air at low speeds without electronics, being control-configured or, to put it another way, unstable.

Most weapon-carrying military aeroplanes are weighed down with highly complicated locating, aiming, firing and avoiding electronics in an obviously vain attempt to demonstrate to a potential foe that he stands little chance of success in any bellicose adventure. Since, for each block, this is only intermittently true, the exercise is ultimately futile, and is of benefit only in the impetus to engineering development it provides. In the absence of civil aviation, Farnborough would be a depressing experience.

Automatic control

Smiths Industries have been involved in engine controls and indicators for many years. Recently, they received a £6 million order from Boeing for autothrottles for the 727 and 737, to be fitted on both new and existing aircraft. The STS 10 ensures, by means of a digital performance-data computer, that the engines are run at the most fuel-efficient speeds to give the required flight pattern. General Electric (US) have their thrust-management system for the new Boeing 757 and 767 airliners, Marconi provide supervisory electronics for the RB211, Delco equipment (not shown) is being installed in Pan Am's 747s (saving 1.5%, or 7.5 million gallons of fuel a year) and a number of companies make completely automatic control systems for both flying controls and thrust management.

The term 'fly-by-wire' has gained currency in recent years, being taken to mean full-authority analogue or digital control of all functions in an aircraft. One loop maintains stability, another responding to pilot's demands for control movements, and enhancing control characteristics. Marconi, for example, make a complete fly-by-wire system for the Tornado and Jaguar, where all attitude and engine controls, flaps and slats are under the supervision of computers.

Marconi are also in the lead with fibre-optic data highways for avionic computers. Multiple, redundant data channels are used, which require the transfer of data between channels for voting to avoid differences between channels and to determine fault conditions. Crosslane data links are vulnerable to interference, and fibre-optic links are used to give complete isolation and freedom from electromagnetic transients.

This limited use of optical data highways has been referred to as 'fly-by-light', but one feels that the expression ought really to be reserved for fully optical transmission, as is now being developed by Marconi, and as is used by Bell in a Jet-Ranger helicopter. In the Bell system, movement of the pilot's controls causes a transparent encoder disc to move between a light source and photodiodes, producing 18 Gray-coded bits of information as a position code. The data is latched into a parallel-to-serial data store, from which it is read out serially into fibre-optic cables to a receiver at the servo to be controlled. Two monostable flip-flops are clocked and produce wide pulses for a 1 and narrow ones for a 0, the result being converted back to analogue form for servo operation.

Displays

Both civil airliner pilots and close-support fighter pilots experience moments of concentrated activity when their attention cannot, with safety, be divided between the instrument panel and the view ahead. It is therefore standard practice now to provide the quicker aircraft with either head-up display (HUD) or head-down display (HDD). They ought, perhaps, to be called 'head-in-one-place displays' (HIOPD), since the intention of these devices is to provide the pilot with all the information he needs to fly the aeroplane, including the main instrument readings and the view ahead, in one place —either at the screen or on the panel. The technique is not new
(WW first reported it nineteen years ago), but it is continuously refined and varied.

In the HUD category, Marconi have their new diffractive unit, which affords a much wider field of view than was previously possible. The principle of a HUD is that a c.r.t. screen in the instrument panel which displays the more vital instrument readings is reflected from a half-silvered mirror in the pilot’s forward view, so that he can see both the view forward and the instrument readings without moving his head and without refocusing his eyes, since the reflected image is collimated. The angle over which the c.r.t. display is visible is fairly narrow.

In the new HUD, convex glass components are combined to form several reflective surfaces, made from special coatings which reflect light only at the wavelength of the c.r.t. phosphor. The shape of the reflective paths and the single-wavelength characteristic combine to provide a wide-angle, bright display, since all light but that from the c.r.t. display is transmitted, this being reflected. For night use, the c.r.t. will display a television forward view, obtained by means of an infra-red camera, and the instrument information. The i.r. camera is part of the American LANTIRN programme, which is to provide Low-Altitude Navigation, Targeting Infrared for Night in the A 10 and F 16.

A similar night-vision display, also from Marconi, is intended for the Sea King helicopter. This uses an Intensified Iaocon television camera mounted on a stabilized platform under the nose, which can also carry a number of thermal imaging modules developed by Marconi, Rank Taylor Hobson and EMI in the UK’s Thermal Imaging Common Modules programme. The extraordinary feature of the equipment is that the camera follows the direction in which the pilot is looking, its display being projected into the pilot’s view by a HUD-type system in his helmet visor. Effectively, therefore, he sees the view he would normally see, in whatever direction he looks, but in the dark as well.

Civil aircraft now use c.r.t. displays to an increasing extent in place of the familiar rows of ‘clocks’. Colour tubes increase the amount of information possible in one display: the Penetron, a tube which emits a colour depending on the depth of penetration of the phosphor by the electron beam, is used by C.S.F. and Marconi, and several companies make special shadowmask tubes for this application. It is not possible to obtain a blue colour in the Penetron, and C.S.F. are now developing high-resolution shadowmask tubes with in-line guns and slotted masks. The difficulty here is

Marconi infrared camera for night vision, mounted under the nose of a Sea King helicopter. Camera aligns itself with pilot’s line of sight, and display is mounted on his helmet.

Radar displays show the effect of Plessey’s AMTI clutter suppression. On the left is an unprocessed picture, with aircraft returns lost in clutter. The processed display shows a complete absence of static returns, only aircraft echoes remaining. The system is being evaluated at Farnborough on a Plessey ACR 430 airfield control radar.
The problem of clutter continues to occupy radar designers. There have been many techniques put forward over the years to reject permanent, non-informative returns, based on the fact that the landscape is stationary, while targets are not. One problem has been that, if an aircraft is flying tangentially to the radar pattern, there is no movement in the range dimension and the echo is suppressed, along with the clutter. Plessey’s Area Moving Target Indicator (AMTI) uses storage and data-processing methods in the video stages to avoid the problem. The search pattern is divided into a great number of small areas, bounded by pulse-length and bearing, the average level of video in each cell over a number of scans being digitized and stored. Any incoming signal which, on comparison, is found to exceed the stored level is assumed to be worthy of display and is passed, anything below this level being rejected. The storage level is continually up-dated to take account of variations in precipitation, etc.

One of the more depressing sights at Farnborough was the appearance over the Black Sheds of the Airborne Early Warning (AEW) Nimrod, a grotesque derivative of that most beautiful of all aeroplanes, the Comet. This aircraft, a modification of the marine reconnaissance Nimrod, is intended for look-down surveillance of the approaches to the UK so that low-flying intruders will not be able to sink in unnoticed. A Marconi-Elliott S-band, pulse-Doppler, primary radar feeds synchronized scanners in radomes fore and aft, the returns being presented on six synthetic displays, which are controlled by microprocessors to provide all the information on a particular return. A secondary radar (i.f.f.) is also carried, the whole package being under the management of a main computer, which analyses the radar data and compiles messages to base. The communications system to support all this is suitably complex, using high-speed digital data links at h.f. and u.h.f.

Navigation
Honeywell are to fit ring-laser strapdown gyrocs for inertial navigation to the AV-8B, McDonnell’s developed version of the Harrier. The systems are already specified for the Boeing 757/767 airliners and have also been selected for the Airbus A310. The absence of moving parts means a huge increase in reliability — Honeywell claim m.t.b.f.s of over 60,000 hours.

The principle is the Doppler effect, in which a laser sends two beams round a path in which they are reflected to intersect at a detector. When stationary, both wavelengths are the same at the detector, but when the ring turns about an axis normal to the ring, the beam in one direction will appear to increase in wavelength, the other apparently decreasing. The difference is measured digitally and fed, in conjunction with the results of measurements in two other axes to the navigation computer, which continuously integrates the measurements to determine position.

New look in multimeters
American companies have, in recent years, almost completely dominated the low-cost, laboratory-quality multimeter market. Their close liaison with integrated-circuit manufacturers has enabled them not only to learn of new chip developments early enough to gain a lead over European makers, but also, in many cases, to influence the design of the chips to suit their own ideas. One result has been the evolution of the complete converter-plus-logic modules now in use. While this is, no doubt, of great benefit to users, in that it confers greater reliability than the use of many components to perform the same function, and also makes for a lower price, it means that a European manufacturer who bases his instrument on these chips is adding scarcely any value and cannot charge an economic price.

Thurlby Electronics, a British firm which began trading in 1979, has decided to attack this market by offering much better performance than is obtainable from single-chip designs and to reap the benefit of EEC membership by selling at a lower price than American makers are able to, since they must allow for import duty and higher support costs.

Thurlby Electronics Ltd, Coach Mews, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.

Correction
Graphical communication with microcomputers
To those readers who find Fig. 26 of this article (September issue, p.76) difficult to take in, we have to apologize and admit that it is not an xy tablet. The xy tablet picture had to be left out for space reasons and the captions were mixed. The device shown is a Quest Automation Micropad, which recognizes hand printing, transmitting the characters to a computer.

A crystal is used to determine integration time, which confers a high degree of immunity to mains-frequency interference, and which is also used as time-base generator in the frequency-measurement mode.

Thurlby claim that their a-to-d converter outperforms, with respect to accuracy, drift and noise, anything currently available in i.c. form. They also point out that the use of low-power circuitry not only makes for less heat and, consequently, lower drift than is usual, but enables internal batteries to power the instrument for 200 hours. The instrument costs £13.9 and is made by Thurlby Electronics Ltd, Coach Mews, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs.
Intermodulation at the amplifier-loudspeaker interface

Part 1: Analysis of one source of audible difference between amplifiers

by Matti Otala* and Jorma Lammasniemi, Technical Research Centre of Finland

Intermodulation occurs between an amplified signal and a delayed version returned from a loudspeaker through a feedback loop, when open-loop output impedance is high compared to speaker impedance. Part one of this article analyses this and a second part describes a measurement method with results of tests on different types of amplifier circuit and suggestions for avoiding the effect.

The sound quality at the low-frequency end of the audio reproduction chain has often been discussed in such subjective terms as firm, soft, dry and mellow. As far as loudspeakers are concerned, the change in sound impression may be explained as a result of different technical characteristics of the drivers, filters and cabinets. Amplifiers present a more serious problem because the level of harmonic distortion at these frequencies is usually low, the frequency response is relatively flat, and output damping is almost always adequate.

An intriguing question sometimes encountered in practice is why the sound may perceptibly change at the low end of the frequency spectrum when the same listening environment and the same loudspeaker is used and only the power amplifier is changed. It is our experience that certain power amplifier circuit topologies sound different to others, although no directly explainable difference is noted in the electrical performance of the circuits when tested with resistive load. The following analysis shows that, under certain conditions, the loudspeaker reaction to the drive signal can propagate in the feedback loop of a power amplifier and intermodulate with the drive signal itself. This may partly answer the question.

The dynamic loudspeaker provides a complex load to the amplifier. As much has been written about its behaviour (see, for instance, references 1), it is sufficient here only to present a short list of some of the most important factors affecting the interface between the loudspeaker and the amplifier.

The total compliance of the cone suspension and the loudspeaker cabinet, and the cone mass, form a damped mechanical resonance, typically in the frequency range of 30 to 80Hz for the woofer and at correspondingly higher frequencies for the squawker and tweeter. Other mechanical resonances are created by the different moving parts of the cone, excited by the voice coil, but not necessarily rigidly coupled to it. All these mechanical resonances behave like parallel tuned circuits in series with the voice coil resistance and inductance. The crossover filters also exhibit complex reactive behaviour, especially around the crossover frequencies. Figs 1 & 2 show the impedance of two popular loudspeaker systems manifesting both cone and crossover filter resonances.

Energy is stored in all these reactances, especially in the resonances. Because a reactance cannot dissipate energy, and the internal dissipation in the loudspeaker is low at these resonances, most of the stored energy returns to the amplifier and is dissipated in it. In addition, the loudspeaker terminal impedance is non-linear, and cone break-up, delayed responses and acoustical reflections create generator effects in the loudspeaker. Fig. 3 shows a greatly simplified equivalent circuit of a loudspeaker, taking into account only few of the effects discussed.

Now analyse a feedback amplifier having two different loads, as shown in Fig. 4. A pure resistance R is used when measuring the characteristics of the amplifier. A loudspeaker, represented by the grossly simplified equivalent circuit of Fig. 3, is the true load. It is assumed to have a linear resistance R and negligible voice coil inductance Lv, to facilitate the analysis. The circuit is far from perfect, but this analysis is to illustrate the basic mechanism of distortion only, not to calculate it to a high degree of accuracy. Similarly, the amplifier is assumed to have an infinite input impedance, and no frequency compensation. All these approximations do not affect the result of the analysis. Note that a new parameter, the open-loop output impedance Zs, has been incorporated in the circuit in contrast to prior analyses.

The input signal Vs is taken to be a step function V(s), so that its Laplace transform

---

* Submitted by Professor Otala whilst on leave of absence with Harman Kardon Inc.
is \( L[V_1] = V_1/s \). The analysis is based on linear theory.

For the resistive load \( R \), the transforms of voltages \( V_4 \) and \( V_5 \) are

\[
V_4(s) = \frac{A(1 + Z/R)}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1
\]

and

\[
V_5(s) = \frac{A}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1
\]

The inverse transforms are both perfect step functions and the only difference to standard feedback equations is the term \( Z/R \). An adequate damping factor necessitates that the closed-loop output impedance of the amplifier be much smaller than the loudspeaker impedance, i.e.

\[ R \gg Z/(1 + \beta A) \]

which yields a further simplification. Taking the inverse Laplace transform, the voltages are found in time domain

\[ V_4(t) = \frac{A(1 + Z/R)}{(1 + \beta A)} V_1 U(t) \]

and

\[ V_5(t) = \frac{A}{(1 + \beta A)} V_1 U(t). \]

If now the loudspeaker is substituted for the load, the situation changes markedly. Assuming the damping to be adequate, as by equation 2, equations 1 take the form

\[
V_4(s) = \frac{A}{1 + \beta A} \left[ -Z \mathcal{L}(t) + \frac{Z}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1 \right]
\]

and

\[
V_5(s) = \frac{A}{s(1 + \beta A)} V_1
\]

No change has occurred in the transformed output voltage \( V_5 \) of the amplifier. This is to be expected, as the feedback effectively controls the output voltage. However, the internal drive voltage of equation 4 now contains complex terms consisting of the parameters in the loudspeaker equivalent circuit. To study the behaviour of this voltage in time domain, the inverse Laplace transform of equation 4 yields

\[
V_4(t) = \frac{A}{1 + \beta A} \left[ -Z \mathcal{L}(t) + \frac{Z}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1 \right] = \frac{Z}{1 + \beta A} \left[ -Z \mathcal{L}(t) + \frac{Z}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1 \right]
\]

where \( \mathcal{L}(t) \) is the output voltage of the loudspeaker, \( Q = \frac{Z}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1 \), the resonant frequency of the loudspeaker cone, terminals short-circuited, and \( Q = \frac{Z}{s(1 + Z/R + \beta A)} V_1 \), the approximate quality factor at resonance.

The first term corresponds to the effect of any current generated in the voice coil of the loudspeaker by the vibration of the cone. Assuming that the feedback is large, \( 1 + \beta A \gg 1 \), say greater than 30dB, the first term becomes

\[
V_4(t) = -Z \mathcal{L}(t)
\]

showing that the amplifier internal drive voltage necessary to serve as a null for the loudspeaker generator current is directly proportional to the open-loop output impedance \( Z \). Dividing this equation by the nominal signal level of equation 3 the ratio of the loudspeaker-generated signal to the driver signal can be found

\[
\frac{V_4(t)_{\text{generator}}}{V_4(t)_{\text{signal}}} = \frac{Z}{1 + \beta A} \frac{I(t)_{\text{generator}}}{I(t)_{\text{signal}}}
\]

Similarly, the last term of equation 5 can be divided by the signal level, equation 3 which yields the ratio of the resonant oscillation in \( V_4 \) to the signal in \( V_4 \)

\[
\frac{V_4(t)_{\text{octillation}}}{V_4(t)_{\text{signal}}} = 1 - \frac{Z}{1 + \beta A} \frac{1}{\exp \left( \frac{-\omega_0 t}{2Q} \right)} \sin \omega t
\]

This represents a damped oscillation at the cone resonance frequency. There are negative minima and positive maxima at

\[
T = \frac{1}{\omega_0} (\arctan 2Q + \pi n)
\]

where \( n \) is an integer, with values

\[
V_4(t) = 1 - \frac{Z}{1 + \beta A} \frac{2}{1 + (4Q^2)^{1/2}} \exp \left( \frac{-\arctan 2Q + \pi n}{2Q} \right)
\]

Assuming \( Z \gg R \), some typical waveforms of equation 7 are plotted in Fig. 5, and the values of the first minima and maxima are plotted in Fig. 6 as functions of \( Q \). The amplitude of oscillation increases with decreasing \( Q \). The reason for this apparently strange behaviour is that, when the Q of the resonant circuit is lowered, the circuit absorbs more energy from a broadband signal spectrum.
Fig. 7. Measured responses $V_4(t)$ and calculated responses for the AR3a and NS-1000M loudspeaker systems. Only the two first resonances around $38\text{Hz}$ and $400\text{Hz}$ were taken into account in the calculated values. The good match of the responses show that the theoretical model used is satisfactory.

To check the validity of the approximations made, the calculated measured responses $V_4(t)$ are shown in Fig. 7 for the two loudspeaker systems of Figs 1 & 2. The calculated results are very close to the measured ones, which is surprising considering the complexity of the real three-way loudspeaker systems. This proves that the simple equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 is satisfactory for this analysis.

To be continued

Books

A well-established author, Graham Beech, has a new publication to add to his list, called Successful Software For Small Computers, which is based on Basic language and emphasizes the technique of "structured programming". It is said that when used correctly, this technique enables programs to be made that work first time.

Each of the five sections in the book, Structured programming, Mathematics, Data structures, Data processing and Simulation, is illustrated by complete programs, both as designs and as complete Basic listings which are claimed to be fully tested on a TRS 80 computer. The style of writing used is easily understandable and the information offered will probably be found useful by all kinds of small computer users, especially those who have a knowledge of Basic and want to know how to design programs. In floppy-back form, the book costs £5.50 and is published by Sigma Technical Press, 5 Alton Rd, Wilmslow, SK9 5DY.

Applied Electronic Communication, by Robert Kellejian, is an extensive text or reference book with three main subdivisions, Circuits, Systems and Transmission, which cover virtually all aspects of the subject, from the roots of the theory to the practical applications and formulae involved. After an introductory section in each chapter, learning objectives are given. This rather interesting approach enables the reader to visualize, at a glance, the contents of the chapter, the order in which different subjects will appear, and the level of understanding which can be achieved by reading the text which is to come.

Each chapter is concluded with a set of problems aimed at verifying the understanding gained and providing direct experience with procedures typical of engineering practice. Anyone wishing to use this work as a text book should, however, note that American standards are used. The price of the book in hardback form is £16.05. It is actually published in the USA and information on how to get it is available from Science Research Associates Ltd, Newton Rd, Henley on Thames, Oxford RG9 1EW.

In our next issue

Darkroom exposure meter and enlarger timer

A constructional project for photographers, this unit will measure the required exposure for a black-and-white print, giving a digital readout in seconds and tenths. It will then time this exposure. It may also be used as a ten-minute process timer to count minutes and seconds. Cost: about £30.

Christmas quiz

Keep your brain alert and resist the torpor that comes from too much food and drink! Our electronics quiz, set by polytechnic lecturer Bryan Hart and colleague, will be a welcome break from compulsory enjoyment and will keep you mentally in trim to face 1981. Prizes too!

Programmable power supply

A professional design which provides 0 to 40V at 2A, controlled via the IEEE General Purpose Interface Bus. The instrument operates as a listener/talker (using an I.S.I. chip) and can be modified to provide other voltages and currents. Additional features include manual operation and an overload detection circuit which signals the controller.

On sale 19 November
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Designing inductors carrying d.c.

Simple procedure for comparing cores and choosing the optimum

by D. H. Thomas M.I.E.E.

The initial selection of a suitable size of iron or ferrite core for an inductor or transformer with windings carrying direct current is difficult. The author describes a simple procedure which not only enables different cores to be compared for a given application but also enables a basic design to be completed using the optimum core.

The design of transformers and inductors which carry a current with only an a.c. component is relatively straightforward and is based on the well known equation:

\[ E = 4.44 BNaf \]  

However, transformers and inductors whose windings carry a current with a direct component require a different design procedure. This is because the d.c. component can cause the core to saturate, giving a very low incremental inductance. A possible solution is to introduce a gap of non-magnetic material into the core. This gap reduces the effective permeability of the core. Thus with an optimum gap the core can be run somewhere below saturation flux density. Calculating the optimum gap can be a tedious process and also introduces another variable into the choice of the optimum core. The optimum gap chiefly depends on the required inductance, the d.c. and a.c. components of current, the maximum flux density allowable in the core and the core area.

A long while ago C.R. Hanna1 devised an elegant system to enable the optimum gap to be easily found. Graphs are available for a number of ferrite and iron cores based on Hanna’s technique. A representative graph for a medium size ferrite core is given in Fig. 1. The vertical axis is graduated in units of \( LI^2 \) and the horizontal axis in units of \( NI \). Both \( L \) and \( I \) (the total of the d.c. and the peak a.c. components of current) are known and thus a point on the curve can be found. The curve is graduated directly in gap thickness, giving the optimum gap directly and, referring to the horizontal scale, we find a corresponding value of \( NI \) and hence the number of turns \( N \). This is an excellent basis for a design as, once the number of turns is known, the necessary gauge of wire and hence the winding resistance can be determined. Hanna curves, however, are only available for some cores.

A more general approach is really required to enable the most suitable core to be rapidly selected. Frequently the final design will be done by transformer specialists but in the early stages of equipment design engineers find it desirable to rapidly compare a range of cores to see if the design is feasible within the available space. A simple design procedure is derived below and outlined at the end of the article.

Inductance can be defined as flux linkages per amp.

\[ L = N \frac{d\phi}{dl} \]  

If no saturation occurs \( \phi \) is proportional to \( I \) and if remanent flux is small,

\[ L = N \frac{\phi}{I} \]  

hence

\[ N = \frac{LI}{\phi} = \frac{LI}{Ba} \]  

where \( a \) is the cross-sectional area of the core. (All dimensions are in metres.)

Equation 4 could have been written as

\[ N = \frac{L}{Ba} \]  

where \( I \) is the sum of the d.c. and peak a.c. components and \( B \) is the flux density corresponding to the peak current.

Now \( B \) is available from the manufacturer’s data for the core material, \( a \) is available from the core data (or can be easily measured) and \( L \) and \( I \) are the required parameters. Hence the number of turns, \( N \), is known directly. For ferrite cores a parameter, inductance for 1 turn \( A_L \) is defined. Now, for the inductor being considered,

\[ A_L = \frac{L}{N^2} \]  

If this value is greater than the value of \( A_L \) given in the core data, we need more turns calculated from the core maker’s value of \( A_L \)

\[ N = \frac{1}{A_L} \sqrt{\frac{L}{\mu}} \]  

In this case no core saturation will occur. A more likely case is that the value of \( A_L \) calculated in equation 6 will be less than the value given in the core data in which case a gap will be required in the core. In this case the number of turns will be that calculated in equation 5. This equation is very useful as it allows different cores to be directly compared in terms of \( N \).

If the value of \( A_L \) calculated in equation 6 is significantly lower than the value given in the data sheet, then most of the available m.m.f. will be dropped across the two air gaps, each of thickness \( g \). The approximate gap can be calculated as follows:

\[ B = \mu H = \mu \frac{IN}{2g} \]  

\[ g = \frac{\mu IN}{2B} \approx 10^{-6} \frac{IN}{B} \]  

Generally manufacturers provide two types of ferrite core, namely transformer and inductor cores. Transformer cores are ground to fit each other as perfectly as possible, giving high values of \( A_L \), but the actual value of \( A_L \) varies from batch to batch as the permeability of the core material varies. Inductor cores are ground
so that the middle limb is shorter than the outside limbs, giving an integral air gap. This gap is ground so that the inductance factor, $A_L$, is constant for a given type of core even if the properties of the core material vary. Thus for certain cores it may be possible to choose a member of the family with the required value of $A_L$. In this case no additional gap is required and if necessary $N$ can be changed slightly to suit the actual value of $A_L$ quoted in the data sheet. If this is not practical, a transformer core may be gapped with a suitable thickness of cardboard or mica of thickness $g$. (It should be noted that the same thickness of spacer should be fitted to the centre and outer limbs of the core to ensure equal spacing and to prevent the cores breaking when clamped.)

The actual choice of peak flux density will depend on the maximum ambient temperature. Some ferrite core materials, unlike steel, have saturation flux densities which depend on core temperature to a considerable degree. For the core material whose characteristics are given in Fig. 2 a suitable peak flux density at 100°C would be 150mT. However if the maximum core temperature was 70°C a suitable peak flux density would be 220mT. In any case the saturation flux density varies widely with core material whether ferrite or steel.

**Basic Design Procedure**

1. Calculate the required inductance, value of the peak magnetising current, the maximum allowable winding resistance and the maximum ambient temperature.

2. Select a core and list the following parameters:
   - Core flux area $a$
   - Core winding area $A$
   - Core winding diameter $D$
   - Peak flux density at the maximum core temperature $B$ (assume core temperature rises 10°C above ambient temp.)

3. Calculate the number of turns $N$ from equation 5:
   \[ N = \frac{L}{B a} \]

4. Calculate the inductance factor from equation 6:
   \[ A_L = \frac{L}{N^2} \]
   and see if a gap is required. If a gap is not required re-calculate $N$ from equation 7:
   \[ N = \frac{1}{A_L} \sqrt{L} \]

5. Calculate the winding resistance from equation 9:
   \[ R = \frac{D}{A} \times N^2 \times 10^{-7} \Omega \]
   for an inductor and twice that value for a transformer.

6. See if the resistance estimated in step 5 is similar to the requirement given in step 1. If similar proceed to step 7; if not repeat the above procedure using a larger or smaller size of core.

7. From the value of $N$ calculated in steps 3 and 4 and using wire tables, choose an optimum gauge of wire which comfortably fits in the bobbin, allowing sufficient space for other windings and insulation if required. Also calculate the gap if required as given in equation 8:
   \[ g = \frac{N}{2B} \times 10^{-6} \]

   or use an inherently gapped inductor core.

![Fig. 2. Curves of flux density against field strength for Ferrocube A13 ferrite core material, at temperatures of 20°C, 70°C and 100°C.](image)

The resistance of the winding is probably the most important parameter and, knowing $N$, can be calculated from the following equation:

\[ R = \frac{\text{diameter of winding}}{\text{area of winding}} \times \frac{\text{length of winding}}{\frac{\text{core area}}{\rho}} \times 10^{-7} \Omega \]  

(9)

This extremely useful equation is based on the resistance of copper and typical percentage filling of the winding area with copper, allowing space for the former and insulation and applies for an inductor. For a transformer the resistance will be double.

Substituting the value of $N$ given by equation 5 in equation 9 gives another extremely useful result.

**Inductor flux falls to zero during each cycle**

Single-ended forward converters work in this manner and are a special case of the cases described above. Forward converters require the magnetising current to be as small as possible to reduce the energy that is fed back to the supply during each cycle. To achieve the small magnetising current, no gaps are introduced into the core in the general case.

If $V$ = voltage across primary of transformer, $t$ = on time of transistor switch,
The magnetising current should be calculated from either the core permeability or from the value of $A_L$ given for the core.

\[ L = \frac{N^2 A_L}{B^2 \times a} \]  
\[ I = \frac{V^2 A_L}{VI A_L} \]

and the peak magnetising current is

Useful formulae for transformers not carrying d.c. and smoothing chokes are given by T. Roddam in ref. 2.

Evaluation of core characteristics

If the peak flux that a core can accept is unknown, a simple test can be carried out to measure it. A high frequency core can be measured using a test rig similar to that shown in Fig. 3. (A low frequency core could be tested using a similar rig running at a much lower frequency.) The transistor acts as a switch connecting the supply voltage from an adjustable output lab power supply to the winding and D. R1 and C act as a load. R3 and R4 set the frequency and duty ratio of the transistor “on” time and together with the supply voltage and R5 set the current in the core. The core current can be monitored across R5. Provided the voltage across R5 is triangular, there is no core saturation but if the waveform of the voltage is curved, core saturation is occurring. The peak current can then be varied as explained above and a condition found where no saturation occurs. The core can then be placed in an oven set to the highest anticipated ambient temperature and the corresponding value of peak current for no core saturation found. The inductance of the winding can then be calculated from the supply voltage and rate of rise of current. Thus the number of turns $N_L$, peak current $I$ and inductance $L$ are known and the core area can be substituted into equation 5 to determine the peak flux density $B$.

This technique gives a rapid procedure for an initial design. Such an initial design could be tried before the design is optimised by a specialist designer who will modify the design somewhat to allow for ease of winding, insulation, leakage inductance and core loss.

It should be noted that if it is known from the start that a gap will be required, a direct comparison of cores may be made in terms of resistance using equation 10.

\[ R = \frac{D}{A} \times \frac{L^2 P}{B^2 a} \times 10^{-7} \Omega \]

I would like to thank the Directors of Cossor Electronics Ltd for permission to publish this article and Mullard Ltd for permission to reproduce Figs. 1 and 2.
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Literature received

Tape Recorder Spares Ltd have sent us a copy of their Audio Packs catalogue, which contains details and prices of a vast range of audio leads, plugs, adaptors and spares. It can be had from TRS at 206-210 Ilford Road, London, SE15 1NS on payment of £1.25.

Applications for the NOVO range of logic circuits which are all provided with a non-volatile memory on the chip are set out by Plessey in a new booklet. Data sheets are provided. Obtainable from the Publicity Office, Plessey Semiconductors, Kembrey Street, Crowood's Hill Estate, Swindon, SN2 6LZ. WW401

Soldering equipment and small tools, including the Oryx soldering-iron range, the Iso-Tip quick-change iron and several integrated-circuit handling tools, are described in an information pack from Greenwood Electronics, Portman Road, Reading, Berks, RG3 1NE. WW402

Students, teachers and lecturers meeting new topics in physics for the first time may like to know that Unilab produce a series of booklets in their “Notes for Use” series. They have sent us three, entitled Student oscilloscope, Microwaves and Analogue computing - an introduction. They are published at £1.50 each for the first two, £2.00 for the one on computing, and are obtainable from Unilab Ltd, Clarendon Road, Blackburn, BB1 9TA.

Equipment enclosures from Sorel are the subject of a large catalogue, recently received. In addition to enclosures of many sizes and types, there is also information on metalworking tools, small cabinet-fittings, and wiring aids. The catalogue can be obtained from Sorel Electric Ltd, Cosgrove Way, Luton, Beds.

We have received from Quarrdon a full catalogue and price list of an enormous range of semi-conductor discrete and integrated devices and microcomputers, copies of which can be obtained, free of charge, from Quarrdon Electronics Ltd, Slack Lane, Derby. WW403

A leaflet on waveform processing, using a transient recorder, tape storage and computer controller is available from Data Laboratories Ltd, 28 Water Way, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 4HR. WW404

Home Radio's new catalogue is published, containing a vast array of all the components the average home constructor needs, complete with price list. Semiconductors are in a supplement, which we didn’t receive. Catalogue costs £1.30 from Home Radio (Components) Ltd., 269A Haydons Road, London SW19.

Hewlett-Packard have a leaflet, AN 191-6, on the measurement of length, dielectric constant and delay matching of transmission lines, using a time-interval counter and time-interval probe. It can be obtained from H-P at 308-314 Kings Road, Reading, Berks. WW406

We have received from Raindik a brochure on the Status 250W Audio Power Amplifier and control unit. They are intended for professional or public address work and are housed in 19 inch rack-mounting enclosures. Information from Raindik Ltd., Downham Market, Norfolk. WW407

A programmable sequence controller from Tempatron is fully described in an informative brochure, which can be obtained from Tempatron Ltd., at 6 Portman Road, Battle Farm Estate, Reading, RG3 1JQ. WW408

A complete list of books for the amateur electronics enthusiast is published by Bernard Baban (Publishing) Ltd., The Grampians, Shepherd’s Bush Road, London W6 7NF. WW409
Matsushita disc for world-wide video market?

Thorn-EMI are setting up a joint venture with General Electric (USA) to support the introduction of the VHD video disc system in the USA. Three new companies consist of an equipment manufacturing company owned jointly by Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., its subsidiary Victor Company of Japan, and General Electric, a programme management company and a disc manufacturing company, both jointly owned by Thorn-EMI, Matsushita and GE. Plan is to introduce the video disc system by the end of 1981 with 200 programme titles, mainly films but with some original material, followed by introductions in France and Germany at "perhaps six-month intervals". (General Electric is in third place in the US television market with a share of 7.5%, after RCA and Zenith both of whom are already committed to a video disc system.)

The news followed the April announcement of Thorn-EMI and the Victor Company agreeing to "co-operate on a world-wide basis in all aspects of the promotion of the VHD system", suggesting that a software link was needed before GE would commit themselves to VHD. Disc mastering and pressing plants are planned for Europe, Japan and the USA, though locations are not finalized. Neither apparently is the ownership, because a European plant could either be a Thorn-EMI company or a jointly owned company, according to a spokesman. Thorn-EMI say they plan to manufacture equipment here on a progressive basis, but no timescale is given. (They said this about VHS equipment but have not yet manufactured it.)

Thorn clearly look on their VHS collaboration with JVC as very successful, and have undoubtedly been a major factor in helping video recording to reach 2% market penetration in a year less than it took in the USA.

Prices of equipment will be close to the $500 of the RCA video disc player planned for launch early in 1981. $350 to $550 is suggested for the USA and £250 to £280 in the UK, with a separate random access unit at $150. Magnavox — who recently stepped up their initially modest marketing — and now Pioneer have optical players priced at $700 to $775.

The add-on random access unit recently demonstrated offered still play, normal play, fast visual search, quick play of two, three, four or five times normal speed, slow motion of half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth time for selected addresses and times, sequential play of different functions, and interrupted mode changes and programme skip. Some of these functions are integrated with a player in one prototype but in the interests of lower cost the specialized functions will be offered separately. But with an NTSC player speed of 900 rev/min and two picture frames per revolution, showing (two) still pictures normally leads to unacceptable picture quality, unless special steps are taken. One possibility is to encode two identical frames next to each other, but done throughout a record this would cut playing time in half. Another is to make use of a memory to delay a frame's worth of picture — as done at the demonstration — but the size and cost of this solution is still prohibitive for consumer use.

The demonstration showed better picture quality than that from video recorders, but a muffled sound quality indicated restricted h.f. response. As the preliminary brochure claimed an audio bandwidth of 20kHz, this left one wondering about the validity of the remaining meagre information. Thorn/JVC would not directly compare it with a broadcast picture but claimed instead that it was "competitive" with a Philips-system picture, and making it clear that Philips themselves claim compatibility with a broadcast picture.

Another add-on unit will be a p.c.m. demodulator which will follow VHD by 6-8 months. Thorn say for use with sound-only record and dubbing AHQ (audio high-density). A 16-bit linear code and 47.25kHz sampling rate now supersedes the earlier proposal of 14-bits and 44kHz sampling. Another change since VHD was first announced two years ago is a reduction in disc size from 30 to 26cm, aimed at easing manufacturing problems, together with acceptance of the need for a disc case for dust, scratch and fingerprint protection.

Both JVC and Thorn-EMI are still secretive about technical aspects of VHD, in sharp contrast to their rivals RCA and Philips, and only scant details have been issued. The gist of this is that in recording a VHD disc, a rotating glass master coated with photosensitive material is irradiated by a laser beam modulated simultaneously with both tracking and programme signals to produce a spiral of pits. This is used to prepare a metallic master by "the conventional audio process". The conductive p.c. pressings made from this are said to require no further processing, obviously the basis for JVC's claim of "highly competitive" disc manufacturing cost. But with around 50,000 turns to a spiral and a pitch of 1.35µm — 40 times smaller than an audio disc — one wonders what the rejection rate will be?

Playback relies on a capacitance effect between the conductive disc and an electrode coating on the stylus, much as in the RCA disc system. In the RCA player the stylus is mechanically guided and rests in one spiral turn, whereas in the JVC disc it rests over ten spiral turns (JVC claim 2000 hours stylus life) and is electrically guided. The stylus assembly is servo-controlled by marker pulses on either side of signal information, both laterally to ensure proper tracking and longitudinally to give time base correction. The modulation scheme uses the usual f.m. video carrier, with pedestal at 6.7MHz and a deviation of 1.4MHz (according to the brochure) or 1.8MHz (according to the press data), described as "single carrier composite" — not the "colour-under" approach they stress — but more than that JVC won't say. Which presumably means that it hasn't yet been finalized.

RCA responded to the Thorn/JVC/GE announcement by claiming theirs was "a unified operation ranging from research and development of manufacture, marketing and programming — not an alliance among individual companies which are diverse both in geography and marketing concepts". Scheduled for US introduction in the first quarter of 1981 with a programme catalogue of 300 titles, the RCA capacitance electronic disc system, CED, is also expected to be made by CBS and Zenith. RCA say they expect to sell 200,000 players alone next year.
Micro-based marine d.f. set for a fast “fix”

High-speed processing, leading to a rapid “fix” and safety at sea, are the two points which receive greatest emphasis in the technical literature accompanying the Symmaster Offshore Navigation System (the ONS 4000). This equipment has been developed and manufactured by Symmaster Ltd, of Farnborough, Hants (an offshoot of System Designers of Camberley), in collaboration with the National Research Development Corporation.

The equipment, which is basically a microprocessor-controlled d.f. radio receiver, combines digital, analogue and radio techniques to achieve automatic operation. The unit chronizes with the six-minute radio beacon, automatically fixing and memorizing up to six compass bearings derived from the built-in electronic compass – this is a gimbaled rate unit which senses the earth’s horizontal magnetic field.

Barely remain in memory until the navigator is ready to “lay them off” onto a standard chart, with frequency, time and bearing indicated digitally on a l.c.d. panel. A small loudspeaker provides positive Morse code identification of each beacon. A motor-driven ferrite rod aerial acts as the scanning sensor, housed in a weather-proof casting with a stainless steel sensor mounted on top.

Programming of the unit is carried out by the navigator to preset frequency and programme times of a chosen set of coastal m.f. beacons. A fix can be taken without any intervention by the navigator. Station tuning in the radio unit is by frequency synthesis and beacon bearings are derived from a statistically averaged series of measurements, giving accuracy without the need for high signal strength from each beacon, which may be difficult to achieve in bad weather or poor propagation conditions. This technique, the makers say, enables the navigator to get “the best possible fix at the worst possible time.”

The complete unit costs £1,675 excluding VAT and further information can be obtained from Symmaster Ltd, 30 Invincible Rd, Farnborough, Hants, who also supply a list of approved Sym agents in the UK.

NEW BBC TRANSMITTERS

Three BBC transmitters began operation on 29 August covering the remote villages of Armathwaite and Lazonby in Cumbria, Newton Abbot in Devon and Ashford in the Water, Derbyshire. All transmissions from these relay stations are vertically polarised. Further information can be obtained from the Engineering Information Dept., Broadcasting House, London W1A 1AA.

System X now in service

Britain’s first all-electronic telephone exchange has been operating in London for over three months. It is the first example of a piece of hardware in British Telecom’s System X family to go into full service, and is what is known as a junction tandem unit, switching telephone calls between some 40 local exchanges in the capital. Other types of System X units are local exchanges and trunk exchanges. Installed in Baynard House, a new British Telecom building in Queen Victoria Street, the tandem exchange has switched over 2.5 million calls from July 1 to the time of going to press. Housed in 50 racks, each 7ft high by 3ft wide, it can handle 150,000 calls per hour. An electro-mechanical crossbar exchange would require about 400 such racks to do the same job. The failure rate so far has been 1 or 2 failures in 4000 calls, but British Telecom expect this to be reduced. Main contractor for the exchange was Plessey Telecommunications.

System X differs from earlier electronic exchanges installed in the UK which use reed relays for the final switching of lines and are therefore not fully electronic. It uses digital semiconductor devices throughout, ranging from discrete transistors, through integrated circuits up to l.s.i. devices. In the Baynard House tandem exchange low power Schottky t.i.l. devices are used widely and there are also m.o.s. devices. Because of the modular design of all System X sub-assemblies, it will be possible to introduce newer devices such as c.m.o.s. logic and magnetic bubble memories at later stages as the technology develops. All the operations in the Baynard House exchange are controlled by a stored program. Calls are set up, faults are identified and the whole system is managed by computer-like processes. The equipment also uses what is called common channel signalling, a technique in which the signals controlling calls and managing the network are passed between System X exchanges as data transmission. The transmission and switching functions in the exchange are brought together into a common digital mode of operation. For example, incoming calls from the 40 or so conventional London exchanges first of all have the analogue speech waveform separated from the signalling pulses. Then the speech waveform is converted into 30-channel p.c.m. form and the signalling pulses are transformed into suitable digital information for insertion into a particular timeslot of the p.c.m. system. The combined time-division multiplexed information is then passed at a rate of 2.048 Mbit/s into the main part of the exchange. A converse process takes place, of course, with calls going out from the System X tandem to the conventional local exchanges.

The first all-electronic local exchange in the System X scheme will be installed next year at Woodbridge, Suffolk.

The display terminal and keyboard of the Box Office Computer System (BOCS), shortly to be launched by a development company with a science-fiction ring to its title – Space-Time Systems Ltd. The system plans and displays, for example, the sold, unsold and reserved status of up to 2,000 seats at a time and Space-Time Systems foresees its eventual adaptation to other box office systems including ticket sales for football matches, etc.
News in brief

Agreement has been reached between Philips of Canada and the Bendix Corporation of Baltimore, Maryland, USA, giving Phillips exclusive rights to the Canadian manufacture and sales of Bendix’s microwave landing systems, known as MLS.

British Telecom’s optical fibre network construction has had another leg completed with the installation of the first 140 Mbit/s section from London to Reading. The eight-fibre cable, which carries data equivalent to 1,920 telephone channels, has been carried out by Telephone Cables Ltd, a subsidiary company of GEC.

The second US/Southeast Asia Telecommunications Conference and Exhibition is scheduled for December 3 and 4 at the Mandarin Hotel in Singapore. Detailed information may be obtained from John Sodolski, Electronic Industries Association, 2001 Eye Street, NW Washington DC 20006, USA.

Electronics 80 is being held at the Munich Fair Grounds from 6 to 12 November 1980 and constitutes the ninth international trade fair for components and assemblies in electronics under this title.

Hitachi is to set up a television components manufacturing company in Selangor, Malaysia. This new arm of the company, to be known as Hitachi Consumer Products (Malaysia), will rest upon the joint investment of Selangor and Hitachi and will make the standard range of TV components such as deflection yokes, line output transformers and tuner units. Operation is scheduled to begin in June 1981.

Greenpar Engineering Ltd, Harlow-based manufacturers of coaxial connectors and r.f. components, have changed the name of the company to Greenpar Connectors, Ltd.

The gold used as plating for contact surfaces in British Telecom’s electronic telephone exchanges is to be reduced from its present thickness of 5 microms to only 2½ microns. British Telecom, the telecommunications part of the Post Office, hopes by this action to save about £2 million after the changes, which began in October.

In spite of £450,000 lost on a turnover of £1 million in its second year of trading, Compeda, the company set up by the National Research Development Corporation to market British computer-aided design expertise, has succeeded in selling a £250,000 system chip design system to General Electric of the US. Compeda’s managing director said that the projected turnover for 1981/82 was about £3 million and the company should be making a profit by next summer.

IPAT ‘81, the International Conference on Ion and Plasma Assisted Techniques, is to be held in Amsterdam from 30 June to 2 July 1981. The conference will include information of the latest developments in ion plating, ion implantation, ion beam processes, molecular beam epitaxy, plasma deposition, plasma enhanced c.v.d., sputtering, reactive techniques, plasma etching, plasma processing and testing of coatings and coated equipment. Papers are welcomed on the themes outlined and authors should submit abstracts of 200-300 words immediately, the deadline being 11 November 1980. Address entries to the Secretariat, IPAT ‘81 International Conference, 26 Albany St, Edinburgh EH1 3QI.

Times change

BBC2’s clock, seen in some links between television programmes, is now generated electronically instead of optically. There is no mechanical clock and no camera or slide scanner. The new display is of a clock face, with hour, minute and second ‘hands’, and a pattern to indicate the channel, different techniques being used to generate the two.

The channel number display uses a process known as run-length encoding, in which data is stored in a programmable, read-only memory in a form which greatly reduces the amount of memory needed. Each change of colour and width of symbol requires only one byte of data, instead of one byte for every element of the display (the memory-mapped technique). In this way, fixed patterns, such as the Open University logo, which also uses the new technique, are produced with a smaller memory than would otherwise be needed, although movement can be obtained by using a microprocessor to change the data in a random-access memory in real time. The data is then taken directly from the r.a.m.

Two types of storage are needed for the clock. The hour markings and clock face are kept in p.r.o.m., being read out in synchronism with the television line waveform. Only one quadrant need be stored, since the other three are obtained by symmetry.

Data for the ‘hands’, however, is in r.a.m. An erasable p.r.o.m. controls a microprocessor, which determines the time and calculates the angle of the hands. Break-up of almost-horizontal edges is reduced by varying the output waveform to take account of the television line structure.

The BBC expect to generate the BBC1 clock in a similar way next year.

Inmarsat to lease satellites

With a world-wide satellite communications system as its objective, the International Maritime Satellite Organisation (Inmarsat) is to consider supply contracts from satellite organisations, with plans to expand coverage by putting three additional geostationary satellites into orbit, one for each of the world’s oceans. Two spare craft, supplementing these three at 65°E, 175°E and 335° respectively, will also be put into orbit.

Although the programme is still under discussion, the choice is likely to include the European Space Agency’s Marecs, Intelsat V and Marisat. Marecs has a capacity of 46 voice channels* and is a dedicated satellite, i.e. is it is used exclusively for maritime channels; there is no danger of interference with other signal traffic, although such satellites are comparatively expensive.

Part of the leasing programme, which will begin in 1982, will include offers of short-term use of one of its existing satellites with a 7 voice-channel capacity. While existing Marisat launched in 1976 with a 5-year design life are now expected to last for another two years.

Oluf Lundberg, of Inmarsat in London, that at present maritime satellites are relatively under-used, even though use per ship is high. On the other hand, he estimates that there will be around 2,500 ship users by 1986. He contrasted the normally slow rates of technology processing through conventional maritime radio communication with the speed of computer-controlled services on land, notably in case of oil companies, who need fast communication from sea rigs to shore bases. He said this problem can be solved by the simultaneous power of satellite telephone, telex, facsimile operation and companies will not slow to recognise the advantages of the system.

*Capacity of one voice channel is equivalent to 22 telex channels.
Monitor device regulates heart-beat

One of the latest medical spin-offs from the NASA space programme is an implantable heart-assist device, developed by Michael Mirosva, MD, of Sinai Hospital Baltimore, to aid sufferers with a condition known as ventricular fibrillation.

The device is about 7cm square, is encased in titanium and weighs 255g (9oz). It is programmable to monitor the heart, and to recognize life-threatening arrhythmias. If this occur it provides an electric shock through electrodes directly in contact with the heart so as to restore its normal rhythm. The first shock pulse occurs 15 seconds after the fibrillation begins, giving the heart a chance to correct itself. If the first shock has no effect, three more are delivered until a normal rhythm is established, with the last two shocks being increased in intensity. The unit is powered by lithium batteries with a life span of three years or 100 shocks.

NASA and the Applied Physics Laboratory have developed a monitoring and recording device for the unit which can be worn by the patient and which stores electrocardiographic data, the number of fibrillating episodes, pulse applications and the long-term performance of the implant.

The New England Journal of Medicine reported on the implant device in a pilot study by a team of scientists from Sinai Hospital of Baltimore, the John Hopkins Medical Institutions and the Johns Hopkins Early Autumn, Leeds laboratory, although the automatic defibrillator (its commercial name is AID) is being manufactured by Medrad/Intec Systems of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in its evaluative stage. The units are not yet available commercially.

Radio Nottingham now stereo

BBC Radio Nottingham became in September the first BBC local radio station to start a regular service of stereophonic broadcasting. New studios using stereo sound desk equipment have been built in some old offices at the station. Considerable reconstruction was done while the station was actually on the air. Quite apart from the installation of the new equipment, the offices needed acoustic treatment to convert them into studios.

Listeners will find the stereo service on Radio Nottingham's V.H.F. frequency of 95.4MHz, broadcast from the Colwick Park transmitter. The BBC says that most listeners with stereo tuners or music centres should have no problem in receiving the service, and that listeners with mono sets listening on V.H.F. or medium-wave will not notice any change. Aerials set up for the national radio services in stereo may need some adjustment to make the best of the Radio Nottingham stereo service.

Digital television demonstration

Now that much more studio equipment in television broadcasting is going digital, broadcasters throughout the world are trying to establish a common standard for digital information transfer by which this equipment can be interfaced and made compatible. In Europe the EBU is working towards an interface standard for the 625-line system and in the USA the SMPTE is doing likewise for the 525-line system.

Both of these organisations are also working together to try to achieve a truly international standard. One problem is what to encode digitally, the composite video signal or its separate luminance and chrominance components.

To help interested engineers understand what is going on in this field, the IEE has organised a demonstration and colloquium on "Digital television" on 31st October, in the IEE building, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, starting at 10.30am. You have to register beforehand by getting a registration form from the IEE (tel: 01-240 1871).

"Radar-invisible" aircraft? Back to the drawing board!

Fighter planes known as "stealthy aircraft," built and tested by Lockheed Aircraft Corporation for the US Defense Department and claimed to be "virtually invisible" to radar, appear to be less than successful at the basic business of remaining in the air - all three prototype machines have crashed because of their peculiar shape.

The Guardian (22 August 1980) reported that many observers have been excited at the prospect of penetrating Russian air space unnoticed and other accounts suggest that the technique being employed in the aircraft is a combination of "rounding off corners" (sharp features producing radar reflections) and that of coating the aircraft with "radar-absorbent" material, which in reality disperses the returning radar signal.

This is not the first time such material has been used. In the Second World War German U-boats were coated with a compound called Sumpf, which was fairly effective until it was washed away by sea water.

"Prestel grows, but slowly"

"Prestel is now a reality in most of the major cities and regions of the UK," according to Richard Hooper, the director of this British Telecom viaedata service. To understand this claim you have to interpret what he means by "a reality". Although the Prestel service will be available to approximately 10 million UK telephone users by the end of 1980, the number of people who are actually connected as subscribers is pitifully small. At the time of going to press it was 5260. At the present rate of growth (about 500 per month) this could become 8,000 or so by the end of the year. Of the total of 5,260, only 388 were private households, indicating that the principal growth of the service has been among business and professional users.

This must be seen as a disappointing start, particularly after the publicity campaign put on earlier this year and the fact that British Telecom forecast 27,000 users by the end of 1980. Prestel has now been operating for about a year (see December 1979 issue, p.55).

Clearly Mr Hooper's reality means the availability of the service to UK citizens who have telephones. This is certainly good. At the beginning of 1980 Prestel was available only in London, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Birmingham and Nottingham. Leeds, Brighton, Reading and Sevenoaks had been added. In the coming few months the service will be extended to other important towns including Cardiff, Belfast, Norwich, Bournemouth, Chelmsford and Luton.

It seems likely that the slow growth of the Prestel market, relative to the British Telecom forecast, is due to the present high cost of being a subscriber (details of installation and running charges were given in our December 1979 report).

This cost will go even higher with the new telephone tariffs recently announced by British Telecom. A related problem here is that the price a user is prepared to pay will depend on the amount of information he can get out of the service, but already the information providers are becoming restive because of the small number of users whom they can reach to sell their information to. There is clearly a chicken-and-egg problem on demand, not supply.

However, Mr Hooper may well be committed to the idea of getting the charges down, for last year, before he became director of the service, he wrote: "Prestel sets prices must come down first to ensure a large residential market . . . someone somewhere has got to make a heavy capital commitment to volume production for the costs to come down."

M.Sc. courses in chip design

The Science Research Council has announced that it will be funding three new courses in i.e. design, to be undertaken at Edinburgh University, Manchester University and Brunel and Southhampton University. They will consist of one-year courses run in close collaboration with the microelectronics industry and will include substantial practical work, giving students the opportunity to oversee the production of an i.e. from design to fabrication.

Funds are being supplied by the council for necessary equipment and access to computer-aided design and electron beam lithography facilities at its Rutherford and Appletone laboratories and to the SRC-supported silicon processing factories at Edinburgh and Southhampton Universities.

An intake of about 16 students per year at each centre is expected, with as many as possible being supported by industry.

UKADGE work - but when?

Command, control and communications for radar defence of Britain are to be up-dated by a group of companies who have one-third shares in UKADSL, which is UK Air Defence Ground Environment Systems Limited. The companies, who announced at Farnborough their victory in a two-way M.O.D. competition to secure the contract are Plessey, GEC-Marconi and the US company Hughes Aircraft, with the French Thomson-CSF taking a sub-contracting role.

ICL, Westinghouse, Signal of Holland and SINTRA of France comprised the losing group.

UKADSL is confident that the work, which is said to be worth £100 million, will escape the moratorium on defence spending recently announced by the Secretary of State for Defence, which is to run for three months or longer. This has not yet been confirmed.
Spark gaps

Transient protection in high voltage, medium current applications


Because many electronic circuits are subjected to voltage transients which can destroy delicate components, some form of protection should be provided. A simple and effective method of protection is to use a spark-gap device which reacts more quickly to a high-voltage transient than an electro-mechanical or solid state component. This article outlines the problems and parameters which must be considered when using a spark gap.

Spark gaps vary in style and construction. For low voltage and current applications, the simplest type consists of two wire electrodes moulded into an open plastic frame as shown in Fig. 1. However, more elaborate design is required if high voltage and current are combined with a high spark repetition rate. This type is usually constructed with a ceramic case filled with an inert gas, and high temperature alloy electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.

In a two-electrode spark-gap the insulation is very good at low voltages, and no leakage current exists. As the voltage increases, the few electrons present in the gap, due to cosmic radiation and other ionising effects, are accelerated until they are able to ionise atoms of gas in the vicinity of the electrodes. This causes an avalanche effect as the additional electrons produce further ionisation, and as the current increases the voltage falls as shown in Fig.3. A further increase in current causes heating of the cathode by ion bombardment, and this creates emission sites and a transitory glow discharge. The increased current eventually produces an arc discharge, or spark, with a peak current determined by the external circuit. After the spark has discharged, ionisation of the gas decays until the gap has returned to its original condition.

In some tv receivers the focusing circuit for the c.r.t. can, under certain fault conditions, expose the focusing electrode to the full 25kV from the e.h.t. supply. Therefore, to protect the c.r.t. from possible damage, the spark-gap must fire and divert the 25kV source before the pulse height reaches a dangerous level, but must also remain in a stable unfired state at the maximum focusing voltage. These two limits are used to determine the breakdown requirements for the spark-gap, and popular breakdown bands are 7 to 9kV, 8 to 10kV and 10 to 12kV.

The breakdown across a gap is determined by a complex and interacting set of parameters such as electrode shape, gap size, gas pressure, composition of the gas and the type of external circuit. To obtain a precise breakdown voltage, the ideal shape for the electrodes is two large spheres, which produces a high degree of field uniformity where the spheres are closest. Therefore, when the voltage is increased, the change from the Townsend or "dark" discharge to the avalanche breakdown occurs quickly across the whole width of the field. If, for example, electrodes with sharp edges are used, a non-uniform field is produced and as the voltage increases, the transition from a "dark" discharge to a total breakdown can be pre-empted by a corona or brush discharge. Although this is a self-sustained discharge, it does not represent a failure of the entire gap and the rest of the gap will continue to carry a "dark" current. A further increase in voltage causes the corona to spread across the whole field and complete breakdown then occurs. For this reason, when wire electrodes are used, care must be taken to form the wire into a smooth curve to avoid pre-breakdown corona. It is also important to use a wire which is free from surface damage, and to ensure that the free end of the electrode is either embedded in the insulating case material or bent away from the gap as shown in Fig. 4.

Unfortunately, simple rules cannot be applied when calculating the gap size required for a given breakdown voltage across wire electrodes. The electrode shape is not ideal, the breakdown will vary with wire diameter, and the field will be modified by the case dielectric. However, it is easy to achieve the required breakdown voltage by trial, and then repeat it by maintaining the electrode geometry and gap size.

For a given electrode geometry, the spark breakdown voltage also varies with pressure. The normal range of pressure variation in the UK is from 728 to 773mmHg (970 to 1050 millibars) which, with a 5mm gap, is equivalent to a change in breakdown voltage of 700V as illustrated in Fig. 5. Therefore, if the spark gap is not totally sealed, and subjected to normal atmospheric pressure variations, it will stay within about 500V of the specified value. In the case of a sealed unit, significant pressure variations will be caused by changes in the ambient temperature. In a tv receiver a 40°C
Contrary to popular belief, contamination of the spark-gap atmosphere with moisture has little effect on the breakdown voltage. Changing the relative humidity from 0 to 100% causes the breakdown voltage to rise by only 3.5% and is independent of electrode shape and gap.

A knowledge of the external circuit is necessary before a realistic test procedure can be defined. Three important facts, essential to optimise the component design and carry out the tests, are the amount of energy to be discharged across the gap, the rate at which this energy is dissipated, dictated by the maximum discharge current, and the expected discharge repetition rate. The test circuit shown in Fig. 7 simulates the conditions in a TV receiver where a 25 kV.c.h.t. supply charges a 5000 pF capacitor through the 40 MΩ resistor. The capacitor can be discharged across the spark gap by an igniter which is set to fire at any pre-determined rate. Resistor R1 limits the discharge current to around 1000 A.

When the energy from the capacitor is discharged across the electrodes, it causes intense surface heating which cools the internal walls of an enclosed device with metal and causes leakage currents. The extent of this effect depends on the volatility of the electrodes and the peak level of energy being dissipated. Because the energy of the discharge is proportional to the square of the voltage, the problem is most significant in high voltage devices. With a 1000 A limit on the discharge current, brass electrodes will give intolerable leakage effects after a few tens of discharges. At the other extreme, costly tungsten or platinum electrodes can withstand almost unlimited discharges with no current limitation and without any change in the insulation resistance. A good compromise is a copper-nickel alloy, which is sufficiently hard and of low density to retain the electrode shape once it has been bent, the terminal sections are rigid and allow easy location into a printed circuit board, it can withstand several thousand discharges at 12 kV with a 1000 A limit, and it is easily tinned by dip soldering.

Fig. 8 shows an internal view of a spark gap. The walls of the cavity are corrugated to increase tracking distance between electrodes, and so reduce surface leakage.

Reference

Aerial design book
Articles on aerial design, aerial theory and wave propagation, published originally in Practical Wireless, have been collected together in a book, entitled Out of Thin Air. The aerials described are mainly for amateur use, although there is a m.w./l.w. loop. Additional articles include a survey of propagation modes, a piece on the influence of the sun on propagation, and a discussion of v.s.w.r. at v.h.f., together with a v.s.w.r. meter design. The book is well presented, with large diagrams where necessary, and a useful feature is a directory of aerial suppliers. It costs £1.25 from bookshops or £1.50 by post from Post Sales Dept., IPC Magazines Ltd., Livington House, Livington Street, London, SE1 0PF.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PICKBACK SPARKS

I have recently uncovered an electrical effect which may be new to your readers. I myself have not seen anything of it before in my almost 50 years in the electronics industry.

I had been thinking of possible means for enhancing the ignition spark in cars when it occurred to me that it might be possible to play a weak high voltage spark across the leads of a charged low voltage, high capacitance, capacitor, hoping to create a discharge path. I did not have an ignition coil by me, but I did have a Tesla coil. A Tesla is used in high-voltage work and gives a high frequency oscillatory discharge between its electrodes which are charged from a storage battery.

The ordinary car ignition spark is roughly a hundredth of that. I tried the thing two weeks later using a Tesla coil but could not get the effect. It seems that a single stroke is not sufficient – it is the second or subsequent sparks which provide the low impedance path a discharge path. I did not have an ignition coil by me, but I did have a Tesla coil. A Tesla is used in high-voltage work and gives a high frequency oscillatory discharge between its electrodes which are charged from a storage battery.

The ordinary car ignition spark is roughly a hundredth of that. I tried the thing two weeks later using a Tesla coil but could not get the effect. It seems that a single stroke is not sufficient – it is the second or subsequent sparks which provide the low impedance path a discharge path. I did not have an ignition coil by me, but I did have a Tesla coil. A Tesla is used in high-voltage work and gives a high frequency oscillatory discharge between its electrodes which are charged from a storage battery.

The ordinary car ignition spark is roughly a hundredth of that. I tried the thing two weeks later using a Tesla coil but could not get the effect. It seems that a single stroke is not sufficient – it is the second or subsequent sparks which provide the low impedance path a discharge path. I did not have an ignition coil by me, but I did have a Tesla coil. A Tesla is used in high-voltage work and gives a high frequency oscillatory discharge between its electrodes which are charged from a storage battery.

I suppose that this effect is highly significant when considering the mechanics of lightning. I think, too, that I can just start to imagine a whole of energy in the form of a plasma consisting of alternating r.f. and high frequency oscillatory currents which might go some way towards explaining the phenomenon of fireballs. Has anyone detected r.f. interference from such balls?

A short while ago I was working with a Van der Graaf generator on a bench in my room: the earthing got a little bit out of hand and so did the sparks. The main 40-amp fuse blew. I found the fault: a practically unused mains socket some eight feet away had burnt out and the presence of craters on the pins indicated that a giant spark had occurred.

Perhaps the effect is better known than I had thought?

John T. Lloyd
Department of Natural Philosophy
University of Glasgow

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AND 'DEFENCE'

Some crucial factors have been missed out of the discussions in your journal on military electronics and the status of engineers.

The only thing that separates a good electronics engineer from a cowboy is that the former has the ability to develop products which work.

Digital electronics represents overwhelmingly the major part of the electronics engineer's trade. Even though this has been the case for many years now, colleges and faculties still refuse to teach even the rudiments of the subject. Digital electronics is different from its antecedents in that it is a one-line flawlessness. The result is that even well-motivated, well-intentioned electronics engineers today produce products which do not work, with the exception of trivial ones. Today a trained electronics engineer is indistinguishable from a cowboy, except that he will be more methodical about the way he goes about developing non-working products.

At a seminar held in Hull University to discuss college electronics syllabuses recently, I gave a paper in which I challenged any company with a multi-million pound project in development with significant digital electronic content to take me on board, and if within three months I did not find fatal flaws in their product which meant it would never be viable, I would pay a heavy financial penalty. There were no takers, although the challenge was published widely.

In view of the non-existence of training or education in digital electronics, only a foolhardy company will today embark on a large digital electronics project unless the final product does not need to work. The recent reorganization of the Inland Revenue from a large system to lots of small systems represents a recognition of my thesis. When a large civilian project is abandoned, the company responsible bushes it up shamelessly because it assumes that other (military) projects are successful. This is where military electronics comes in to save the 'profession' and give continued employment to people like me.

When a major weapons system fails to work, the record is falsified 'for reasons of security'. The Ministry of Defence (themselves terribly ignorant of digital electronics for the same reasons), will pay anyway.

I see digital electronics as a useful device to allow the colleges and faculties to continue to refuse to teach the rudiments of digital electronic design, by which I do not mean the programming of microprocessors or other trivial surrogate activities. The lecturers and professors do not teach the fundamentals of digital electronics because they do not know them. However, they will not let experienced, knowledgeable people into their faculties to teach the stuff. I have been trying to get such a job for more than ten years, but real experience and knowledge of digital electronic design appears to be a bar to employment in academia. (This was already true years before the recent Tory recession.) So long as this situation continues, we shall continue to have a useless industry funded by government largesse, the so-called defence budget. Of course, since they will never work, the military products will never in fact contribute to our defence. Today we have no defences; to work in the 'defence' industry is a polite way of being on the dole.

The government is happy to fund the 'defence' industry because it masks our true unemployment level. The trades unions like it for the same reason. Industry, the third supporting pillar of this massive fraud being perpetrated on the taxpayer, also supports it because it is a no-risk, guaranteed profit industry. Britain will disintegrate before we can overcome such a powerful infrastructure.

What distinguishes our 'defence' industry from that of other countries, for instance the USA and the USSR, is that it seems invulnerable to economic forces. During recession the expenditure, or more accurately the massive waste, continues. It is a very inefficient way of creating jobs to mask unemployment, but it is the only ideologically acceptable way. We are very like a dictatorship in that we can cut any other expenditure because of lack of government funds, but not 'defence'.

Some eight years ago an investigator of the 'defence' scandal said that "this country was being cheated of the talents of many of its finest scientists." This is much more true today.

In the electronics industry the norm is for a technically ignorant and careless customer to accept useless equipment from a technically ignorant manufacturer. The so-called 'trials' are rigged. Corruption is not generally involved, only stupidity and misplaced loyalty to their opposite numbers in the manufacturing company on the part of the treacherous representatives of the long-suffering taxpayer.

If we are to stop this gigantic financial drain on the country, which by the way incites our enemies to arm themselves as soon as a new product is released, we must have technical auditing on a par with financial auditing. At present no sanctions similar to those in case of fraud in the transfer of money are applied against those who connive in fraud over the transfer of military hardware.

It has been pointed out to me that such an auditing authority is very likely to be subverted; it may merely give credibility to the discreditable racket of charging the taxpayer hundreds of millions of pounds for useless weaponry. However, the present situation is so scandalous that a change could not be for the worse.

My proposal is that professional bodies – the I.E.E., etc. – audit trials involving equipment whose spec in the same issue, I felt that we reply revealed misunderstandings of a fundamental nature regarding the points I was trying to make and I could not see how any useful purpose would be served by my replying to it. Since, however, Professor Bell has restated his argument in the August 1980 letters it seems that I must reply.

My original letter contains the following two paragraphs:

"I understand that Aristotleans believed that a force was necessary to keep bodies in motion and that, in the absence of that force, they would return to their original position. This theory led them into certain difficulties. For instance a spear once thrown, appeared to continue to move without a force being present. The only way to resolve this challenge magnificently with a theory that air, displaced from ahead of the spear, rushed to the rear and generated the requisite force – the theory was saved. Unfortunately they missed the simple point first"
noted by Newton, that it is in the nature of a moving body to continue to move.

"In the same way I fear that Maxwell invented a complete and plausible phenomenon, i.e. that electromagnetic radiation, or energy current, moves at the speed of light — and that's all, because that is what energy always does. No mechanism invoking E producing H and H, in return, producing E is required."

I would have thought my intention was quite clear — it was to show, by analogy, how a faulty set of primitives can lead to problems in a theory which necessitates the introduction of ad hoc causality relations. In a similar way I believe that the causality relations alleged to reside in Maxwell's equations (i.e. changing magnetic field producing electric field and changing electric field producing magnetic field) are spurious. A moving body continues to move because that is what moving bodies do; an electromagnetic disturbance or energy current, of whatever direction, continues to move because that is what energy currents do. In other words the statement "energy current travels at the velocity of light" is a primitive assumption in my theoretical framework which requires no further explanation. In my framework the moving energy current is the simple situation and 'static' electric and magnetic fields are composite.

Before I leave this point I must make two other observations. Firstly Professor Bell not only seems to misunderstand my argument but to completely have missed my correct point. My argument is that I can find no such mention of the planets in Professor Bell's article. True, he mentions Jupiter in the context of the propagation of radio waves from the vicinity of this planet, but nothing else.

Secondly I think also that Hobbes' Leviathan seems a little dubious. I will admit that my statement that the principle of inertia was first noted by Newton is open to question — I would suggest that it was probably first noted by Galileo, but by even having an adequate grasp of his original article, for he states in both the November 1979 and August 1980 replies that "I mentioned early speculation about the planets because Newton's theory of gravitation . . . ." My problem is that I can find no such mention in the planets in Professor Bell's article. True, he mentions Jupiter in the context of the propagation of radio waves from the vicinity of this planet, but nothing else.

Perhaps Professor Bell (August letters) really should have completed his application of the two "disciplines" of science to both the Maxwell and the Catt, Davidson, Walton theories. CDW's theory appears really to be Maxwell's (they only need to define what they mean by energy current). From their theory one can deduce Maxwell's equations (yes, and the famous dD/dt term, which is a mathematical quantity, not a "physical current") as well as Faraday's and Maxwell's laws of electromagnetic induction. I don't believe Catt, Davidson and Walton have ever attempted to suggest that Maxwell's equations are incorrect, merely that they are at best mathematical devices exceedingly useful for setting university examination questions. They may or may not be correct on this point, but that, of course, isn't what everyone's supposed to be discussing (see the editorial in the May issue).

L. J. Higgins
Swindon
Wilt.

The problem of finding the appropriate connections is the subject of an extensive literature. A convenient starting point is "Shift Register Sequences" by B. S. Golomb (Holden-Day, 1967). Most of us find in this book a convenient finishing point, too. It contains a table of values of Mr Wood's a and b for values of a+b up to 36.

For those who do not have access to a microprocessor system, or who have but still haven't learnt to use it, much can be done with a programmable calculator. You need to know that the output of a two-input exclusive-OR gate, usually designated a+b is also given by (a-b) where subtraction and multiplication are conventional. Shift, if not specifically available, may be obtained by repeated use of the memory exchange facility. The number of memories, rather than the number of program steps, will usually limit the number of stages which can be
simulated. Readers can check Mr Wood’s table, up to the limit of their memories and patience. They can also investigate the circuit given here, for eight stages. The values of \( a, b, c, d \) which give maximum length sequences, taken from Golomb, are:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  a & b & c & d \\
  1 & 1 & 1 & \frac{1}{3} \\
  1 & 2 & 1 & \frac{1}{5} \\
  1 & 2 & 1 & \frac{2}{5} \\
  1 & 2 & 1 & \frac{4}{5} \\
  1 & 2 & 1 & \frac{3}{5} \\
  1 & 2 & 1 & \frac{5}{6} \\
  d & c & b & a
\end{array}
\]

K. S. Hall  
Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering  
The City University  
London EC1

The letter from K. Wood on pseudo-random binary sequence generators made me wonder what problem he had cracked by simulating a shift register with feedback on BC6. My own problem a couple of years back arose from the need to construct a pink noise generator for electroacoustic work. Having bought a c.m.o.s. 4006 shift register I then had to discover suitable feedback connections in order to get a maximum-length pulse train. The 4006 has 18 stages so the pulse train should be \( 2^{18} - 1 = 262143 \) bits in length. Only 6 of the 18 stages come out to pins, and the four independent sections of the register may be interconnected in six different ways.

I had no mind to read through all the literature on the subject, but I must comment that I found that tables of irreducible polynomials were of absolutely no help to me whatsoever, apart from a little practice in decoding octal. Is this also K. Wood’s experience, I wonder? I would have been possible to rig some simple hardware that would have taken the 4006 through all possible combinations of interest, and the task was offered as a student project. However, by the end of the session no student had shown interest in such a mundane exercise.

So I turned to the ICL1900 series computer and wrote a BASIC program that turned this giant into an 18-stage shift register. This may well rank as the world’s least efficient computer program (if booby prizes are being offered I am interested), for it takes a computer an uncontrollable time to perform over a quarter of a million shifts from a high level program. The situation was unsatisfactory and I attempted to reprogramme in ALOGL.

Clearly the time had come to rewrite the slowest part of the program, the shifting loop, into machine code. The snag here was that although the PLAN code was well documented, actually learning to use it efficiently requires some weeks of study under expert tuition. Luckily my colleague Tim Fuller took pity on me and wrote and tested a suitable PLAN segment (a matter of 16 instructions) for incorporation into my ALGOL program. I was then at the point where Mr Wood seems to have reached more effortlessly with his Z80 routine, and I proceeded to output sequence lengths for all feasible arrangements of connections, with the register starting from all stages set to ‘true’. For the benefit of posterity I hope the editor will allow me to record here the only six arrangements which gave maximal-length sequences. Numbering the stage output connections from 1 to 18, there was only a single set of 6 feedback connections, namely 4, 8, 9, 13, 17 and 18. With four feedback connections there were five alternative sets:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
  4 & 5 & 10 & 18 \\
  4 & 5 & 13 & 18 \\
  4 & 13 & 17 & 18 \\
  5 & 13 & 14 & 18 \\
  8 & 13 & 14 & 18 \\
  7 & 8 & 14 & 18 \\
  8 & c & b & a
\end{array}
\]

Naturally enough, the output from stage 18 is used in every case. It is more convenient to use one of these five sets, as the four feedback connections can be combined using three quarters of a 4030 quad gate i.e., leaving the fourth gate available for use as a clocking oscillator. If any readers have constructed the p.r.b.s. generator shown on page 43 of Electronics Today International for March 1974, they should find that it does not give a maximal length sequence, but one which is 262140 bits in length. It is not impossible that this might stick (on start-up) in the four-bit sequence 0011001100110111, etc. as far as I can deduce. Can any reader confirm (or refute) this asseveration?

Desmond Thackeray  
Department of Music  
University of Surrey  
Guildford

GENERATING THREE PHASES

Your correspondent, E. V. Hurran (August, Letters) recommends one of the Van der Pol oscillators for producing a good sinusoidal output, particularly at very low frequencies. While agreeing that the virtues of some older circuits should not be overlooked, I am in fact that for many practical applications an oscillator with a properly engineered method of amplitude control is needed. Without such control there must be either constant attention to manual control of loop gain, or reliance on some degree of saturation in the amplifier or amplifiers. Van der Pol assumed a 3rd-order non-linear characteristic.

As we have shown (Electronic Engineering, April and May 1957, pp. 164 to 169 and 210 to 213; and Wireless World, March 1970, pp. 134-139) a satisfactory sine-wave oscillator for very low frequencies is obtained by using a two-integrator loop as a selective circuit and adding a feedback path containing a limiter. This produces a two-phase oscillator; but from two phases, three or any number may be obtained by vector addition and subtraction. The distortion introduced by the limiter is readily calculable and can be made small. When variable tuning is required it can usually be obtained more conveniently than with a three-phase oscillator.

F. E. T. Goring  
Malvern  
E. F. G. Good  
Darlington.

VARIABLE PHASE ALL-PASS FILTER

Further to the article on page 77 of the May issue by T. G. Izaat and E. Bell describing a variable phase all-pass filter, the circuit performance described is readily obtained using a simple operational amplifier circuit (below) which, due to the higher open loop gain, will give a more precisely defined transfer function (subject to sufficient bandwidth obtainable from the operational amplifier).

The transfer function

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{out} &= T_{oo} = \frac{1 - sCR_3}{1 + sCR_2} \\
V_{in} &= \frac{sCR_3}{1 + sCR_2}
\end{align*}
\]

or

\[
T_{oo} = e^{-\alpha \phi}
\]

where \( \phi = tan^{-1}(sCR_2) \)

Two or more such circuits may be cascaded to provide a wider range of phase variation.

TECHNICIANS OF SCIENCE

In reference to your editorial “Producers before Products” in the June/July issue, I must say it is rare in these times to read such an article in a technical magazine. Well done! But although you take a wide and simple view, the fact is that many of us can’t go along with it, or even understand its importance – perhaps because of the very innacity of the society in which we live. Engineers and technicians must become more aware of what they’re actually doing, and not just remain content to satisfy the demands created by people who see everything in terms of money and power. There are alternative ways, and to find them we need open minds. True science and engineering involve more than technical knowledge. Those people who stay at the level of technical knowledge are the technici- ans of science, no matter what academic qualifications they may have – there are no institutions to give higher degrees than those they have anyway. If only we could obtain a clear view of the whole system, from the smallest details up to philosophical questions about our existence, there would be a better chance that each of us, in his own job, would be doing the right thing at the right time to abolish aggression, harmful ambition and competition and the other injuries to humanity of which you write.

As a relatively young computer engineer, working to develop electronic systems for agriculture, I try to use techniques which make the processes more accurate – but not automatic unless this is necessary because they consume too much energy or cannot be done manually. I’m not working in mass production now, but since I’ve studied and worked in Britain and have also seen the same problems here in Israel, it’s quite clear to me that we are still engulfed in the industrial system you describe.

There are not many articles published about electronic techniques in agriculture. If any Wireless World readers are involved in agriculture I will be glad to let them know about my current work.

Yehiel Livnat  
Kibbutz Neer-Os  
Doar-Na Hanage  
Israel.

F. J. Lidgerty  
Department of Engineering  
Oxford Polytechnic  
and  
E. A. Worpe  
Department of Physics  
University of Surrey
COMPUTER CHAOS
I write to express discontent with the general confusion of the world of computing and programming. Different mainframe manufacturers think that they have solve similar systems, or systems for similar ends, that work in entirely different ways. When they use the same interface there is sure to be some minute difference making them incompatible.

Unfortunately, unpleasant political systems, of course, computer structure and software would be rigidly restrained. As it is, the working individual is expected to carry the burden of different systems and system variants which were originally created in the hope of producing programs which do not work in tandem and indeed they may well fail to materialise.

Anyone in the top ranks of computer engineers can only hope to become really affluent by starting a microcomputer firm which, even if it does not collapse in a few years, will only add to the Tower-of-Babel chaos surrounding us.

Coming now to the home computer, I am still shuddering from an advertisement for a printer containing many complex special l.s.i. circuits ‘untried, untested — what more could you want?’ Making a note not to fit a printer and stealing the family tv set to cut costs, one still needs a microcomputer with high reliability, a correspondingly low cost maintenance service, with easily expandable memory and interfacing. BASIC alone is not going to launch anyone on a computing career and there is a case for having PL/M resident in memory, which raises the question of whether amateurs should not be excluded from the use of standard programmes legitimately acquired at small cost. This seems an obvious case for state intervention, involving a package deal for amateurs across the country.

Your correspondent Russell Gad (June/July issue has had to write his own disembodied editor for his ‘Coquet’ microcomputer and this underlines the need for several programmes to be provided to run the system properly. Even writing machine code is done efficiently by using high level language(s) and an assembler.

The amateur computer will simulate the operations of more complex computers, running at uncommercial speeds in complex work, and the best amateurs will need access to large, copyrighted programmes. Since the computer dusts off, or at least their activities it is up to them to make programmes freely available. It is not for me to suggest that in default of this programmes will be passed around illegally; there should be no incentive for this if proprietary programmes are licensed to amateurs at fees reflecting the amount of use they will get.

Bernard Jones
London W1

RADIO AND FREE SPEECH
In relation to the eternal prevarication over citizens’ band, we should be quite clear that ours is a republic. Yet where the speech does not need to be limited by law, because it can be limited without it. When electrical communication systems were invented, governments became terrified that at last anyone who could make a transmitter could be heard without editorial filtering. The government therefore seized the airwaves much as it had seized that other means of mass communication, the theatre in Elizabethan times. The method was the same: licensing. Pressure from radio enthusiasts caused the government to permit amateur transmission. The mere achievement of communication over vast distances with watts of power was scientific research. In the long term, however, human communication is about what is communicated and most forms of communication were taboo under the terms of licensing. Certainly the two areas where mutual understanding are most in need, religion and politics, are taboo.

One of the most fascinating aspects of professional radio is listening to foreign correspondents assessing the situation in a country. How vastly more interesting to hear a national of that country give his own assessment. Most of it would be government organised but if the right frequencies were available, transmitters could be cheap and easy to construct, difficult to pinpoint. Once it became impossible to clamp down on these governments would let them exist. Our country has been as repressive in this area and, I am sure, many countries would disapprove of the very desire to keep free speech as a hollow sham.

Even more vital than communication of political, scientific and philosophical views is the ending of the isolation of the car driver. Here the need is for short-range radio communication and the need is to make it compulsory. Civilised behaviour is a phenomenon dependent on communication, which is why the car driver is the most uncivilised human being and behaves in a totally egocentric manner.

It seems to me that the laws on radio waves should be concerned with more than protecting commercial and military communication from interference with the need to prevent people from communicating. With the ending of the monopoly powers of the Post Office on connecting things to telephone lines it is high time that the silly ban on competing with the Post Office in family communication was ended. Ordinarily a private person does not spend hundreds of pounds phoning each other long distance. Even the Queen has been held to be bound by this silly rule.

Fred Allen
Cambridge

AUDIO KITS
I thoroughly agree with the opinions of your correspondent of many months ago on the variable quality of the current flood of kit-form hi-fi — variable meaning bad to worse — that is with the exception of the very best companies who sell kits with pre-assembled p.c.b.s. Generally, kit-form hi-fi is best avoided.

Some months ago I paid £100 plus v.a.t. for a high powered (one quarter of the claimed output would be quite sufficient in my humble home — even with highly inefficient speakers) integrated stereo amplifier. I estimated no more than forty hours’ work. The job absorbed no less than eighty hours, and another fifteen hours sorting out the metering. The latter included a special modification that only a highly qualified engineer could have worked out. Oh yes, the supplier described the kit as “easy to build” and “entirely suited to the novice.”

In this day and age one hundred hours equates to £200 after tax, so one could say that this appalling piece of equipment cost some £300+. True, sixty per cent of kit buyers are not very fuzzy people, but I am sure that at least forty per cent do consider returning the kits for a refund; however, very rarely, because they believe that a very high standard of assembly work will compensate for the flimsy mechanical design. This seldom works out, and in the end all one can show for the monotonous labours of kit construction is a typical trash item — and more often than not a non-working one to boot.

Building a relatively simple device can prove to be highly enjoyable, but a stereo amplifier

So before you rush out to buy that hi-fi kit with unattended enthusiasm, think about it very seriously, and never, never buy a kit without first listening to a built-up example and also having a chat with someone who has built one up — even if the latter involves an advertisement in the electronics press.

The warning — a higher per cent of kit buyers probably end up with a non-working item, and around ninety-five are probably dissatisfied.

I firmly believe that all kit suppliers should be involved, that is, the time taken by a reasonably experienced enthusiast without previous knowledge of the kit.

Should all audio kits carry a Government health warning?

M. J. Evans
Worcester

WHEN, BOMBING PROLONGED A WAR
The recent commemoration of the 35th anniversary of the second world war’s ending coupled with the second printing of Max Hastings’ outstanding book, Bomber Command, makes it appropriate to record the following failure in vital communication between branches of the central intelligence command.

Hastings’ book describes how the bombing of Coventry on the night of November 14, 1940 is supposed to have been avenged by inviting Royal Air Force personnel to choose their own targets, and how a certain Bob Dodd volunteered to bomb Eindhoven in Holland although the main option appears to have been Hamburg. It is to be hoped Dodd’s navigational sense on this occasion were no better than when (as the book relates) he bombed Epinay in Vichy France in the belief he was bombing Mannheim.

Early in 1941 I was summoned to the London headquarters of the organisation subsequently known as Special Operations Executive, and interrogated by Lt Col E. Schroeter. I joined a few months later and learned the import of this hyper-secret body charged with co-ordinating European Resistance and supplying its peculiar needs.

Following evacuation of Dunkirk by the British, the factories of Eindhoven had gradually developed a major technique in helping to sabotage the Nazi war machine. The communications equipment plants had devised methods of producing programmed short-life thermionic radio valves and other components on which the German High Command relied. There was also a clandestine plant devoted to the invention and production of simple gadgets guaranteed to immobilise German tyre and track vehicles, such as personnel carriers and tanks. If Dodd’s preference for bombing Eindhoven rather than Hamburg had the effect of smashing the former town’s communications equipment production, the Germans undoubtedly transferred their orders to manufacturers far less likely to be under surveillance of saboteurs one half as efficient as those of Eindhoven. In fact, by 1945, the Dutch Resistance engineers had so much perfected guaranteed fail-early electronic components that I and others were being offered contracts to go to Holland, to re-establish techniques of standard equipment production. I opted for somewhat similar duties in Denmark.

“Col. Sojoe”
(Name and address supplied)
Intentional logic diagrams
Improving the intelligibility of logic circuits
by Tony Cassera

In a logic circuit, the designer's intention may be to use a gate in a way other than that described by its name. A Norgate can be used to Nand inputs and the author contends that the intention of the circuit designer should be indicated on the diagram.

As the cost of servicing electronic equipment rises, manufacturers are paying more attention to improving the serviceability of their products. There are many ways in which the repair of faulty electronic equipment can be facilitated. Readily accessible circuit boards, good component layout and numbering, and built-in test points are typical areas where great improvements have been made and which make life easier for the hardened service engineer.

Improvements have also been made in the presentation of technical manuals, but there is still much inadequate documentation being produced. One area where there is room for improvement is in the presentation of logic diagrams for digital circuits. There are many drawings that one can only follow with a great deal of effort, involving the following sort of mental monologue: "when that's high and that's low then that will be high and that low; no, that will be high. Or low? Let's start again. When that's low...". But in the service workshop or at the customer's site, speed of repair is all important and logic diagrams should do everything possible to show the user exactly what the designer's intention was at every gate in the circuit. Such drawings may be called intentional logic drawings.

Look at the example taken from an engineering manual in Fig. 1. Can you say quickly what conditions are needed to allow a pulse to appear at the output? As it is drawn, it appears that the two X inputs are Anded and the ENABLE signal is being Ored and POS.X-COUNT. If you look at the manufacturer's catalogue for the devices you will see that the symbols for the 7400 and the 7402 are given there in the same form. Where has the drawing gone wrong?

The sense of such logic can be made clearer by recognizing that when we use inverted logic in which the low level is the true or asserted state, the logic symbols do a swap and And gates become Or gates and vice-versa. The equivalent symbols for the common logical gates with conventional and inverted logic representation are given in Fig. 2. If you don't see this at first write out the truth table for a familiar device, say a two-input Nand gate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>o/p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now invert the logic by writing a 1 where there was a 0 and a 0 where there was a 1 to give:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>o/p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which is the truth table of a Nor gate in conventional logic. The convention used is that when we are looking for an assertion of a "low is true" signal we put a bubble on that input line. The mnemonic for the low signal should either carry a bar over its name or, easier to print, be followed by L. When possible, signals that end on a bubble should begin on a bubble. Fig. 1 is redrawn using this intentional symbolism in Fig. 3, where the designer's intention becomes clear. When either X1 or X2 is low and the ENABLE signal is low then the pulse train POS.COUNT PULSE should appear at the output.

When logic diagrams are drawn out in this way they are more intelligible than when the gates are represented only by the conventional "manufacturer's" symbols. Let us look at another example. The conventional representation of a flip-flop made from two Nand gates has been redrawn using intentional symbolism in Fig. 4. The second drawing makes it clear that the device is normally in the reset state waiting for a low input on pin A to set it.

Of course, there are ambiguities in the intentional symbolism. When we want to use a signal both in its high and in its low state how should we represent it? Mnemonics should be chosen to
Simple pick-up arm design

continued from page 41

The amount of bias to be applied is best determined using a test record which provides a stereo signal having equal high modulation on each channel. If this signal is reproduced through amplifiers capable of carrying large amplitudes without distortion and the resulting waveforms displayed on a dual-trace oscilloscope, the two outputs may be simultaneously inspected. The correct amount of bias is then established by varying the inclination of the vertical pivot until the two output waveforms are equally free of distortion. In practice, there will be a range of adjustment over which there is no discernible change in waveform shape. It is therefore necessary to find two positions of the block at which the onset of distortion can be seen, first in one channel and then in the other. Having located these points, the best setting is one midway between them.

The two photographed versions were tested for arm resonances using the B & K test record QR2010, band 15. The i.f. arm resonance for the first arm, Fig. (a), is certainly in a suitable position as there is minimum energy from the record near 7Hz and it is clear of the lower recorded modulation limit of 20Hz*. The resonance at 7Hz is from the compliance of the stylus cantilever with pickup and arm mass; some new pickup designs have improved damping as part of the cantilever suspension. The peak of 10dB was 2 to 3dB better than two commercial arms measured, and I have recently measured an arm with a 20dB peak at 10Hz.

As this 7Hz 10dB resonance can affect other parameters such as rumble wow/flutter and playing weight, as well as adding intermodulation to tones in the audio band, the resonance can also make the problem of groove jumping from vibrations greater, especially walking and traffic. Modifications were considered but as other arm resonances can occur in the audio band a 20Hz to 20kHz sweep was made, Fig. (b). Similar tests were made on the second arm, Figs (c) and (d).

Close inspection of the first arm showed oscillation about the horizontal pivot, with the two ends as antinodes. I had hoped that moving the horizontal pivot to a $\frac{2}{3}$ position instead of half way would reduce the oscillation and result in nodes at both the pickup and pivot. The second arm, built on this basis, did not show an improvement as far as the main arm resonance is concerned; however the small resonance at 33Hz disappeared.

Although it is hoped to halve the 7Hz resonance on the mk 3 arm, some increase in output toward the 20Hz end can be justified as the IEC recording/playback characteristic specifies a 3dB reduction in amplitude at 20Hz. A slight up-turn from arm resonance could therefore help to keep overall response flat to 20Hz.

As shown by Record warps and system playback performance, by Happ & Karlow, AES Convention 1973.
Satellite broadcasting in the eighties

2 – European satellite projects

by G. J. Phillips, M.A., Ph.D., B.Sc., BBC Research Department

There are a number of satellite broadcasting projects under discussion in Europe. An outline of present proposals is given here but details may, of course, be modified in the course of development.

European Space Agency L-SAT. This project is for a large satellite, to be launched by Ariane-3 in the first quarter of 1984, to carry transponders for a number of different applications including two for pre-operational use in satellite broadcasting. Other transponders will permit trials on business-system communications (up-link in 14 to 14.5GHz band, down-link in 12.5 to 12.75GHz band) as well as propagation and wide-band data-link studies in the 30GHz (up-link) and 20GHz (down-link) bands. The precise details for the two 12GHz broadcasting beams are still to be settled but one beam is likely to be elliptical (approximately 1 by 2.4 degrees), carrying channel 24 with left-hand polarisation to correspond with one of the Italian assignments, and the other a circular beam (1.6 degrees wide) which may carry channel 20 or 28, probably with the opposite polarisation. The intention for the first three years at least is to take advantage of the fact that either beam can be independently steered to cover any European country, so that satellite broadcasting demonstrations and pre-operational experience can be obtained on a time-sharing basis. Most of the experiments are likely to take place with the satellite at the 19° West orbit position. Consideration is being given, however, to operation for extended periods at 31° West and 5° East as may be required to provide pre-operational test transmissions to match plans in the UK, Spain and Scandinavia for operating their own satellite broadcasting satellites in the second half of the decade. The use of the satellite towards the end of its seven-year life is uncertain but Italy has made a strong bid to use it as a starting satellite for its service on two channels until replaced by a purpose-built operational satellite.

The UK has made the largest single contribution so far to the L-SAT project in terms of money and corresponding contracts. At least seven other countries are giving support, notably Italy and the Netherlands. British Aerospace has been selected as principal contractor. The decision in implementing L-SAT will be taken at the end of 1980 following completion of the definition/design stages now in progress.

French and German satellites. France and Germany withdrew their support for L-SAT in 1979 and agreed that they would co-operate in building two satellites, one for each country, each capable of transmitting on three channels. The satellites themselves would be built by Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Bohm in Germany in cooperation with Aerospatiale in France; they are intended to be launched by the Ariane launcher, which is largely a French development, though carried out within the framework of the ESA. Present plans are working towards a launch of the German satellite in December 1983 and the French one in June 1984. The German satellite will operate on channels 6, 10 and 14, and the intention is that two channels...
will carry television and the third a multiplex of sound programmes using digital modulation. The details for France are not yet settled.

NORDSAT project. As indicated earlier, the four Nordic countries are in the privileged position of having secured eight channels in the 1977 plan within a beam whose coverage embraces Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland. NORDSAT is the joint body set up both to exploit this beam and to include transmission systems for Iceland, Parros and Greenland, the project being based on the use of a satellite at 5° East. The intention is to relay the various national television programmes throughout the whole group of countries. For the four major countries eight programmes could be relayed and for the Icelandic beam the assignments permit five.

The participants wish to include sound programmes but are reluctant to forgo one television channel by dedicating one channel for a sound multiplex (as proposed in Germany). They wish to develop suitable means for adding several sound channels to the television channel to cater for a stereo pair for television extra language channels connected with the television programme, and additional channels for sound programmes not associated with the television programme. While this is considered feasible, considerable experimentation and international discussion will be needed before the most practical and economic solution can be achieved, preferably with a common standard with other European countries at least for the method of sending the main sound component of the television programme. Experiments with OTS have already shown that a digital sub-carrier with 2, 4 or 6 audio channels may be one way of contributing to the needs and, as already mentioned, there is interest in Europe generally in improving and extending television sound transmission methods. Another avenue to be explored is a digital signal in the video waveform within the line-blanking period (a development of the principle used in the sound-in-sync system), which would be very simple to design (in the UK and for Eurovision), but the system would be dependent upon a practical decoder for domestic receivers.

Other countries. The only other European country that has been reported as actively investigating satellite broadcasting is Luxembourg. This would clearly have a sizeable audience for commercial French, Dutch and German programmes in the area of good individual reception, extending some 200 to 300km around Luxembourg. Transmissions from French and German satellites from the same assigned orbit position of 19° West would ensure the installation of suitable receivers. Table 1 (last month) shows that those equipped for the French satellite would already have the correct polarisation and half-band for Luxembourg's channels. The line-tracking beam that makes direct broadcasting to any part of the UK impractical in terms of individual reception; even in the extreme south-east of England a 2 to 3m diameter aerial would be required for reception, so a commercial audience is unlikely, unless re-distribution of programmes by cable becomes legally and economically acceptable.

Finally, in addition to the US/Canadian CTS experiments mentioned earlier, a demonstration of satellite broadcasting outside Europe has also been successfully accomplished in Japan with a 100W transponder in the 12GHz band.4

Current investigations
One serious concern has been possible interference. For example the image frequency or i.f. may correspond to radar or air radionavigation systems of significant power, and second thoughts may be needed on the preferred i.f. and whether to have the local oscillator frequency above or below the signal frequency. A more difficult problem may be harmonic radiation from domestic equipment by the end of the decade, both these and satellite receivers are likely to be in close proximity in residential areas. The fifth harmonic of ovens nominally on 2.45GHz may be the main concern and could affect reception in the upper half of the 11.7 to 12.5GHz band. Of course, all the interference mechanisms mentioned have been studied theoretically but, as in many interference problems, practical experience will be necessary to see whether the assumptions are valid. First examination suggests careful design of the receiving system will be needed to avoid problems with the known levels of signals from potential interfering sources.

Satellite television signals are required to have added to their video waveform an "energy dispersal" signal such as a 25-Hz triangular (symmetrical) sawtooth, corresponding to 600kHz peak-to-peak deviation. The dispersal waveform helps in controlling interference to terrestrial systems carrying multichannel telephony and operating in the same band. Its removal from television signals will require additional clamp circuits to avoid picture flicker. The current satellite broadcasting standard for 625-line signals calls for CIR pre-emphasis, a.c. coupling and the polarisation convention used in terrestrial microwave links and satellite point-to-point vision links, but the f.m. deviation is about 14MHz -- a value higher than terrestrial link practice but below present satellite link video-deviation standards. Some aspects of these standards (e.g. the video pre-emphasis curve) may be revised to meet any difficulty in applying them to receivers in the home, although present opinion is that they are already close to the optimum.

For sound transmission it has been proposed for the French and German satellites that, besides an analogue sub-carrier at 5.5MHz for the main sound signal, a second analogue subcarrier at 5.746MHz should be used, either for a second language or to provide a stereo difference signal. To ensure adequate sound quality there are proposals that each subcarrier should deviate the main carrier as much as 5.6MHz peak-to-peak and that the f.m. sound deviation should be increased above the present ±50kHz value to ±65kHz or even ultimately to ±100kHz. Some engineers are concerned about the requirements for i.f. group delay accuracy, video linearity and the careful filtering of the video band that are called for in the domestic receiver to prevent any noticeable degradation (by patterning etc.) of the picture by the presence of the two analogue subcarriers at the proposed level. As a result there is a case for considering a digital sound system of some kind -- a single digital subcarrier carrying two channels for example -- to provide the sound for television from the start of satellite broadcasting. Those preferring this solution feel that, with a lower level of subcarrier, problems of sound or picture quality are more easily resolved and that large-scale-integration (l.s.i.) circuits should ensure that digital demodulation will be cheap and will avoid analogue-circuit alignment problems.

Some journalists and enthusiasts have pictured satellites as a means for anyone to "drop in" and receive television programmes from other countries at will, so that when the 1977 plan did not appear to provide for this, scorn or indignation was expressed at the apparent narrow-mindedness of the planners. What must be understood, however, is that there is nowhere near enough frequency spectrum to plan for interference-free direct reception of the 50 or 100 programmes implied. Furthermore there would be political, legal, copyright and advertising problems in widespread international coverage. Within the scope of the 1977 plan there is nothing to stop shared programmes or joint productions and pressure from the public should ensure that the broadcasting authorities provide them with what they want. The plan is perhaps open to criticism because it is a compromise which allows a considerable degree of inevitable overspill between adjoining countries. Perhaps in the next band at 40.5 to 42.5GHz (apart from thinking of higher definition, digital video and maybe stereoscopy) we should use large apertures and may hope that beams are tailored to each country or part of a country more precisely. This in turn would reduce interference to others, lead to more efficient use of the spectrum, and give more channels for each country.

Acknowledgement. The author wishes to thank the Director of Engineering of the BBC for permission to publish this article.
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Coherent audio filters for c.w. reception

Novel filter helps separate Morse signals from interference

by F. Charman G6CJ

The problem of extracting information from a noisy environment has been with us ever since wireless communication began, and over the years many noise-reducing systems have been invented. Today the radio astronomer separates 'informative noise' from a background which may exceed it by 30 dB or more. The author discusses the problem as it affects the radio amateur using Morse-code signalling, and introduces a novel type of filter which uses coherent addition to help separate steady-state signals from interference, and noise man-made or natural. It uses the tapped delay line principle to provide a non-ringing filter which, as well as lifting the signal from its environment, also has a narrow passband with desirably steep sides.

If all the radio amateurs in the world using the hf. band could be heard together, one operator's share would be about 3 Hz. Fortunately, the possibility is remote but, nevertheless, the packing density is a severe and ever growing problem, particularly since the most interesting signals are often down in the noise or buried in the 'fourth layer' of interference.

It has often been said that c.w., as it is misnamed, is a dying art. Most professional communication is now carried out by machine systems which are faster and more reliable, though they seldom approach the Shannon ideal as closely as the Morse code: the cost of reliability seems to be very expensive in bandwidth. The argument for keeping Morse alive, given long ago, still holds1. The possession of a large body of radio operators is an important national asset, as it was to us during the last world war. In times of emergency, when sophisticated means may fail, the human operator can still carry on some sort of communication with the absolute minimum of gear. One therefore feels justified in continuing to search for ways of improving c.w. communication.

C.w. communication

In hand operating, selectivity takes place in two stages; in the receiver and in the operator's head. After the atmosphere and the external noise have done their worst the receiver does its best, and then the operator does a great deal more. He attunes his brain to the signal and its particular rhythm, and uses his knowledge of the redundancy of the language and maybe his knowledge of the operator at the other end of the circuit. This 'subjective selectivity' can be greatly helped by converting the receiver audio output to a stereo image, particularly in searching, when one needs to be alert to the signal environment. The operator is quite as important as the machine and there is plenty of scope yet for improving the coupling between man and machine. However, the following work is largely on the side of the machine.

Filters and noise

Noise in the present context includes white and transient noise, as well as unwanted signals. The author was encouraged to undertake the present investigation after moving to a location abounding in 11kV power distribution lines, which often produce enough somewhat 'coloured' noise to bury any but the most resolute signals.

The first attempt was a highly selective filter of conventional type, but this was quite useless. The noise particles grew into great blobs in the passband, whilst the weak signals, already modulated by noise in the receiver, actually lost power because they now had a wider spectrum. It became clear that in such a situation it was best to use the widest passband that interfering signals would allow. The transients kicked the narrow-band filter transients into damped oscillations which lasted for at least Q cycles. To prevent this, it would be essential to use heavily damped, non-ringing circuits, but this would normally require a great number of non-interacting sections to produce a narrow-band result.

Some method was sought of securing coherent build up of the wanted signal and it seemed that a delay line several cycles long could provide samples at every half-cycle of the wanted audio frequency, which could be added in phase to enhance the signal at the expense of the incoherent noise, as in Fig. 1. Since the phase must vary with frequency, coherence would degenerate as the frequency moved away from the half-cycle value, and a narrow band might more easily be obtained. This turned out to be the case.

Transversal filters

The tapped delay line, or transversal filter, of Fig. 2 is normally used in the time domain, for generating or recognizing coded pulse trains or shapes, i.e. for example, secure communication systems or high-resolution radar. The delay line may comprise lumped networks or may be cable or waveguide. In this case it is going to work in the time domain for noise and in the frequency domain for c.w. signals.

For audio applications, network sections are necessary. Several sections are needed to obtain good coherent advantage and they must have low Q in order to prevent ringing. It turns out that all-pass sections make a very good filter and with quite low Q rapidly produce a narrow passband. Second-order sections are required to produce a phase shift of 180° at the mid frequency.

Perhaps one should explain what is meant by the Q of an all-pass filter. In a bandpass filter, of course, Q conventionally determines the rate of fall of amplitude away from centre frequency. An all-pass filter has uniform transmission at all frequencies, but the rate at which the phase changes about the mid
frequency is under control; in a lumped, LC allpass, this is determined by the L/C ratios in relation to the terminating impedance, the loaded Q of the network. In dealing with filters it is more convenient to use the damping factor, m, which is the inverse of Q.

Design

In a T-filter of N stages, theadder sums N+1 samples in progressive phase. It is quite easy to reduce the sum to a compact formula (see Appendix). For design, since one is working in phase rather than frequency, the first step is to produce a generalized chart of output amplitude versus phase for various values of N, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The second step is a chart, seen in Fig. 3(b), to convert these responses to frequency scale in terms of the damping factor. Thus m can be chosen to control bandwidth.

The responses are characterized by steep sides to the passband, followed by sidelobes, as in a conventional m-derived filter or a linear aerial array. These sidelobes are too large for a noisy signal environment, and various means are discussed later for reducing them.

Theory of performance

When a resonant wave enters the filter, each tap in turn delivers one half cycle of oscillation and the output builds up in N-1 steps to N+1 times the input amplitude; it decays likewise when the signal stops, as in Fig. 4. Of course, this makes the signal sound a little 'woofy' as would a conventional filter, but the rise is linear and quick. Up to eight stages have been used without the effect becoming too unpleasant. At the resonant audio frequency used this slope represents a small fraction of a typical morse dot.

A pulse may in general be treated as a step function or a combination of two or more. Analytically, the output of an ideal allpass to an ideal step is rather alarming — a sharp spike where the components of its frequency spectrum come into phase, followed by a broad pulse representing the intermediate spectrum. But this is not a real situation. The filter sections never pass zero or infinite frequency. The pulses are topped and tailed naturally in propagation through space and through the receiver. What the filter receives is a single, rounded pulse, maybe with some overshoot. This propagates down the chain with very little change if the damping is high and the result is no coherence, but a kind of oscillation lasting N+1 half cycles. Thus, a c.w. signal is extended in amplitude whilst a transient is extended in time and one can expect the improvement due to coherence of the signal. Similarly, band-limited white noise delivers samples belonging to different epochs, and again there is no coherence.

Filter sections

The use of active networks brings several advantages apart from the avoidance of physical inductors. Modern integrated-circuit amplifiers can provide filter sections with high input and very low output impedances. Thus, there are no interactions between sections; they are unilateral, and reflections cannot run up and down the chain, as they can in passive filters, to produce long-delay echoes on transients. The damping required for frequency response is automatically incorporated in each section of an active filter.

Two active circuits are known which provide complete freedom of choice of damping coefficient, and their basic forms are shown in Fig. 5. In the Holt and Gray circuit, A is the main arm, controlling the mid-frequency. Arm B has twice the admittance value of arm A and provides a cancellation in the algebra of the response function, whilst arm C with admittances mA determines the damping factor. Resistors R1 and R2 fix the gain at unity, as is essential for our T-filter.

The most critical components are the gain control pair. Because of the
positive feedback arm B, the circuit can become unstable if $R_3$ exceeds $R_1$ by more than a few percent, and oscillation may occur at about 10 kHz, where amplifier limitations brings the phase round to 360° too soon. Arm B is next in order of importance and will upset the gain and phase response if too far out of adjustment. Nevertheless, using 2% resistors and 2½% capacitors, many sections have been made without difficulty.

The circuit of Fig. 5(b) looks simpler, but requires difficult resistor values, needing parallel pairs or a stable variable resistor, and therefore much trouble in setting up. Also its gain is $1/(1+mf^2)$ which must be brought up to unity with a second amplifier.

The centre frequency of the Holt and Gray filter chosen has been set at 725 Hz. This is a comfortable listening frequency and is also in the most selective region of the hearing mechanism. In addition, the CR product in the networks can be based on 22kΩ × 10nF, and since the E-series component values are approximately logarithmic, other pairs can be found for various $m$-values. Figure 6 shows the detailed circuit.

**Fig. 6 All-pass section with $f_0 = 725$ Hz and $m_0 = 94$. All resistors except the 680kΩ are of 2% tolerance and all capacitors except the bypass and the 330pF are 2½% polystyrene. The actual value of $R_1$ and $R_2$ is not important but they should be a well matched pair.**

**Fig. 7 Complete four-stage T-filter with input sidetone filter, using allpass sections as in Fig. 6. Apart from the delay line sections and the adder, no close tolerance components are needed. Note the bias arrangements for the delay line and the input filter. The adder takes its bias from the delay line.**

---

The delay line uses sections as detailed in Fig. 6, the main properties of which have already been given. One adder tap is taken from each input and one from the final output. Bias is applied at the first input, and the amplifiers are good enough to hold this closely all down the chain, though the models made use two stages per board, based on the 741 chip (two 741 in one unit) and each board was provided with one bias and blocking capacitor. The latter should be 1 µF; this already shifts the phase a few degrees and if any less is used the peak frequency of the filter will move.

To test the allpass sections it is
necessary to check that the output terminals (pin 6) are at about $\frac{1}{2}V_n$ and that the phase shift per section is 180° at 725 Hz. The latter test can be made by connecting both input and output taps of one section to the inverting input of the adder; the output of the adder should zero at the 180° frequency. If these tests are satisfied then all is probably well, though it is advisable to use an oscilloscope to test for self oscillation.

The adder is conventional, and takes its bias from the filter chain. The gain is unity for each input but, since there are five, the a.c. output will be five times that of the input to the main filter, so this is the overload point of the system. With a supply of 18 volts to the amplifiers, the system will handle sufficient level for headphone use. If the adder is to be tested separately it must be provided with bias.

The output of the adder will drive a high-impedance headset direct, but for more general use an output stage has been added, based on the LM380, which will drive any headphones, or a small speaker of almost any impedance. Its input is tapped down to give an overall gain of about 2 or 3. Input blocking is necessary and the 1000 pF shunt is protection against strong r.f. fields.

The LM380 is internally protected against output short circuits, but if less than 12 volts supply is used it may lock out and play possum. It is a lively megahertz bandwidth amplifier, and both the 0.47 µF and 0.01 µF decouplings are essential; if it does oscillate it may draw enough current to do damage. The main earth and heatsink on pins 3, 4, 5 and 10, 11, 12 should connect at least two square inches of circuit board copper, and for speaker use extra heatsink should be added.

**Performance**

The overall frequency response (Fig. 8) is characterised by nulls at about 500 and 1000 Hz, i.e. about 2½ bandwidths apart. (If these are not correct, check the adder and the overall flat frequency response of the delay line). With close-tolerance components these nulls may be 40 dB or more below peak level, and one can, in fact, tune out a c.w. signal and listen to its spectrum puffing on either side of the notch. Also the transient rejection is sufficient to reduce the apparent strength of signals with a bad spectrum. However, strong, hash-type noise tends to whistle near the peak frequency, and reducing this effect led to further development.

**Cosine-on-pedestal model**

The natural frequency of a second-order filter, at which the transports of the transients abort, is $\omega_0 \sqrt{1-m^2}$. With $m=1$ as in the model above, this quite close to $\omega_0$ and the obvious step is to move toward critical damping with $m$ approaching 2 and thus push the noise energy towards zero frequency. However, more sections are then needed to retain the 200 Hz bandwidth, which increases cost but gives extra coherent gain. A good arrangement would be six stages with $m$ about 1.7, but the cosine-on-pedestal with its low sidelobes was attractive and this model was made.

For the taper distribution the shape and ratio of curve to pedestal is not critical, and $1+2\cos$ is a good shape. But, as with the aerial, the cost of side-lobe reduction is an increased bandwidth and correspondingly reduced gain. Eight stages with $m=2$ gives a 200 Hz bandwidth and a gain of about 6.

The essential differences from the previous design are shown in Fig. 9. One advantage of using $m=2$ is that a second-order filter section can be made using two first-order networks in a much simpler circuit. This doubles the number of amplifiers but the cost is about the same, since an 8-pin 741 now costs no more than two polystyrene capacitors.

The taper distribution is arranged by varying the resistors feeding the adder. Since fractional addition cannot easily be carried out on the positive amplifier input, two adders are needed, one for each phase, with a third to bring them together. The first pair are also arranged to divide as well as add, to reduce signal level, by using low value feedback resistors. (The gain is the sum of the eight ordinates of the taper curve).

The frequency response is shown in Fig. 10. In use this filter is noticeably better than the four-stage model, particularly in noise performance. The ability to perceive the signal environment when necessary may be arranged by fitting a switch to cut out the input bandpass filter. In all these filters it is advisable to protect against strong r.f.
Further outlook
It may be considered better to try to apply this filter system earlier in the receiver than the audio stage, before the receiver becomes overloaded by extraneous signals or before the detector has added its contribution of trouble. To do it at i.f. would require a large number of high-Q sections, probably quartz, to produce the narrow bandwidth. It should be possible however, at an i.f. of say 50 kHz, to use analogue shift registers to give the required delays. However, the devices are expensive, and one would need one with taps at, say, 64-section intervals.

Against this it may be noted that most good receivers have a "CW" filter of about 600 Hz bandwidth in their i.f. amplifier which can deal with much of the overload problem. Also, with recent developments in high linearity detectors and modulators, there is now a better argument in favour of audio filtering.

In regard to transient performance, the demodulator converts the i.f. Q to the equivalent audio value.

Addendum
Measurements of transient performance confirmed the pulse response of Fig. 4, though with some irregularity due to the small overswing "aliasing" into the next epoch. However, the 3 kHz band-limited white-noise behaviour disappointing; it seemed that the residual noise energy in the sidelobes doubled the effective noise bandwidth of the narrow passband.

This led to the idea of using low-Q resonant filters instead of allpass sections. Since this paper was prepared, such filters have been made, using sections like the bandpass filter shown in Fig. 7, with a Q of unity. (No tap was taken from the input line since this would produce a wideband signal level of 1/V).

The expected noise improvement was obtained, and the shape factor was good; the nulls have of course been lost, but the sides pull down much faster than those of a single-stage filter of the same 3dB bandwidth.

The circuits are much simpler and four stages can easily be built round one LM324 amplifier chip. Also there is no need for close-tolerance components or critical stage-gain control, though the overall gain should not be much greater than unity, or the transients will grow. On a cost basis, there is probably no great advantage, since the phase rate is only half of that of an a.p.f. section, and more stages are required for the same selectivity. The optimum arrangement for a 200 Hz bandwidth is probably N = 6, Q = 1.25, or better, N = 8, Q = 1.0.

Appendix
For the linear filter:

\[ \text{sum of output taps} = \sum_{r=0}^{N} (-1)^{r} e^{-j \phi}. \]

This is a geometrical series with a progression ratio \((-e^{-j \phi})\) and, using the g.p. sum formula, with Euler's equivalence \(e^{j \theta} = \cos \theta + j \sin \theta\), and algebraic and trigonometric manipulation, it can be reduced to

\[ \sin \frac{(N+1)\phi}{2} \cos \frac{N \theta}{2} \]

When \(\phi = 180^\circ\), this is indeterminate, but by taking limits the sum is found to be \((N + 1)\).

Zeros occur when \(\phi = \frac{k\pi}{N+1}\)

\(k = 1, 3, 5, ..., N \) even

\( = 0, 2, 4, ..., N \) odd.

The 3dB bandwidth \(\phi \approx \frac{1.4m}{N+1}\) (empirical)

For the cosine-on-pedestal:

\(1 + K \cos \theta\) with \(\theta = 0\) to \(\pi\) over series.

\[ \text{SUM} = \sum_{r=0}^{N} (-1)^{r} \left(1 + K \cos \theta \right) \]

Reduction proceeds as before, but is tedious, giving

\[ \text{SUM} = \frac{K}{2} \left( \frac{\cos \left(\frac{(N+1)\phi}{2} + \frac{\pi}{2N}\right)}{\cos \left(\frac{\phi}{2} + \frac{\pi}{2N}\right)} \right) \]

\[ = \frac{K \sin \left(\frac{(N+1)\phi}{2} + \frac{\pi}{2N}\right)}{2 \cos \left(\frac{\phi}{2} + \frac{\pi}{2N}\right)} \]

\[ \text{Fig. 10 Frequency response of the eight-stage cosine-on-pedestal model.} \]

Analytically, the method given for a.p.f. sections leads to hyperbolic functions, but for a hand computer one can use \(z = \frac{z}{z-1}\) where \(1/z = 1 + jQ(x-1/x)\) and \(x = \omega/\omega_0\) using the rectangular/polar conversion for the complex z operations.
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Party electronics
Over a quarter of a million pounds was donated to the Conservative Party and its supporting organizations in the year 1979/80 by companies prominent in electronics, according to a Labour Party information sheet. Among the largest donations in all the companies listed were those of GEC (£50,000), Lucas (£20,000), Plessey (£48,000), Rank (£53,000) and Thorn (£20,000).

Smaller contributions included £13,700 from BICC and a variety of sums below this from Chloride, Chubb, Comet, Decca, EMI, Morgan Crucible, Smiths Industries and Televison.

The Labour Party document comments that the total donations made directly to the Tory Party were 104% up on those for the previous year, and that the "obvious reason" for this massive increase was that the General Election of May 1979 inspired a larger number of companies than before to dig deep into their resources in order to support the Conservative cause.

Wireless World index and binding
As announced last month, the index for Volume 85 (1979) of Wireless World is now available, price 75p including postage, from our General Sales Department.

Our publishers also offer a service of binding volumes of Wireless World, each complete with the appropriate index. If you wish to use this service send your copies to Press Binders Ltd, 4-4a Hille Yard, Crampton Street, Walworth, London SE17 with your name and address enclosed. Confirm your order to the General Sales Department, IPC Electrical-Electronic Press Ltd, Room 205, Quadrant House, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS, and with your letter send a remittance of £6.90 for each volume (this price includes the index). Please allow up to ten weeks for delivery.

In both cases cheques should be made payable to IPC Business Press Ltd.
An acoustically small loudspeaker

2 – Construction of speaker enclosures and active crossovers

by R.I. Harcourt B.Sc., M.I.E.E.

The bass enclosure uses a Dalesford D30-J10 5in unit and is 3 litres in volume, giving a 3dB point of 100Hz and a Q of 0.7 (measured values). The KEF B110, which is a rather similar drive unit, could also be used, but has not been tried. The enclosure is constructed of 18mm timber (in order of preference hardwood, plywood and chipboard) to ensure a low level of unwanted sound. The author used chipboard and, using the method outlined in part 1, was unable to measure any panel resonances or other sound transmitted through the walls owing to their low levels (at least 30dB down). Dimensions are shown in Fig. 6. The bracing member is used to eliminate one of the two resonances arising from the square dimension, but was also found to remove a chassis resonance of the drive unit which coupled to the box at 320Hz, by bracing the magnet. The member is deliberately made slightly larger than the available space so that when the front panel is fitted the drive unit and rear panel are stressed. The enclosure is filled with 4oz long-fibre wool.

Sub-woofer

The sub-woofer required for adequate bass extension (below 100Hz) has a fourth-order, band-pass characteristic arising from the second-order, high-pass function of the closed-box enclosure system and a second-order boost filter. The 3dB frequency of the sub-woofer enclosure is made the same as that of the 5in bass unit, which is 100Hz. For analysis, the network functions for the band-pass sub-woofer and for the bass enclosure system were combined to produce a bi-quartic function to determine the Q and gain required from the components for a satisfactory 3dB point and low ripple. Normal analytical techniques were used to calculate the resonant frequency of the enclosure, and the magnitude function was taken and explicitly solved using a home computer. These calculations are shown in the Appendix.

The ideal Q for the enclosures was found to be 0.5, but this low figure was not practicable for the small enclosures used. The figure of 0.7 was taken for the Q and the method of Small was used for the enclosure design. The higher Q implies some ripple in the response, but the computer prediction is that this ripple amounts to only 1.6dB, which is hardly audible, particularly since it is at 113Hz, where room eigen tones are likely to give rise to much larger ripples. The frequency response predictions are shown in Fig. 7.

The design procedure for the sub-woofer enclosure was similar to that for the bass unit, but using the Son-Audax WFR 155. The theoretical Q for the enclosure system was 0.7; however, when the enclosure had been built the Q was measured as 1, and stuffing the enclosure with long-fibre wool did not significantly reduce it. The effect of the higher Q is to introduce about 3dB of ripple into the response. To lower the Q, the pole technique of feedback Q correction was used. If the output resistance of the amplifier is made negative by the introduction of positive feedback, then part of the voice-coil resistance is effectively cancelled, giving a lower Q. A theoretical treatment is found in the Appendix. Figure 8 shows the circuit of this arrangement for the case of the Crimson Elektrik Omega608 amplifier module. The 47k negative-feedback resistor \( R_3 \) is part of the CE608 module, and the module must be modified in the following manner. Remove \( R_8 \) (1.5k) and \( C_4 \) (100nF, 10V) from the CE608 board. Replace \( R_8 \) by a 1k2 resistor. Take a screened lead from \( R_8 \) to the 100\( \mu \)F, 10V capacitor on the filter board. The IN4148 back-to-back diodes are an insurance against mains transients, which can otherwise destroy the amplifier when it is used in this manner.

The summing amplifier, which combines the two channels, and the second-order filter circuits are also shown in Fig. 8. The filter is a conventional Sallen and Key type with an \( f_0 \) of 28Hz and a Q of 1. The summing amplifier provides the gain necessary for the bass boost of the below-resonance enclosure. Two 27k resistors combine the left and right bass channels within the metalwork housing the active crossovers and amplifiers. A screened lead takes this signal to the summing amplifier, which can be remotely situated. (In the author's installation, the two metalwork kits containing the crossovers and amplifiers are shelf mounted with the loudspeakers remote.) The screened lead takes the combined bass signal to the sub-woofer enclosure, where the filter p.c.b., CE608 amplifier and power supply are situated, enclosed in a Crimson Elektrik metalwork kit.

The WFR155 unit used for the sub-woofer has a high efficiency, which to some extent offsets the amount of bass boost necessary for the below-resonance design. However, the limiting factor for all loudspeakers at the bass end, whether sub-resonant or not, is the cone excursion capacity, and not the power handling capacity as it sometimes supposed. Since the maximum s.p.l. available from a closed-box enclosure is determined by the area of the cone and the cone excursion, it is possible to increase the s.p.l. by increasing the number of drive units. The WFR155 has a cone-excitation-limited maximum s.p.l. of 86dB at 35Hz, the worst case considered here, since this limit increases at 12dB/octave. This may be compared with 88dB s.p.l. available from two KEF B109 units in a closed box, and with approximately 95dB s.p.l. from the full-symphony orchestra. The author has considered using two WFR155 units in two closed-box enclosures placed adjacent, which would produce about 65dB more, i.e. 92dB s.p.l. at 35Hz, but space considerations led to the use of a single unit placed in a corner of the room, which gives a 92dB gain when compared with the free-space radiation figure, at no extra cost.

Clay enclosure

The mid-high frequency enclosure is made of modelling clay (Das) which has the property of setting rock hard without the use of firing. Plastic-wrapped 900g packs are available, and four packs were used for a pair of enclosures. However, the sides were found to be rather thin and six packs would be preferable. The clay is rolled flat with a rolling pin to the required dimensions and moulded round a cylinder of fine-mesh chicken wire. The cylinder is 20cm high and 40cm circumference. Cut a 60mm square hole in the chicken wire for the Jordan 50mm unit, and an appropriate round hole for the tweeter used. (The author has used both the Son-Audax tweeter (available as a smaller-faceplate version, the HD 9 x 8 D25) and the Scan-Speak 2008 pictured in Fig. 4.) The clay can be worked by those with no previous experience in the art, provided that it is remembered that a little moisture is required for smoothing down and for jointing. Avoid too much water.

Use two packs of Das for the cylinder and one for the base and dome. There will be some left over for patching holes and for surrounding the drive units with a fillet to provide a smooth profile. The wet clay will join to dry clay successfully when a little moisture is used, so it is not essential to obtain a perfect finish first time. The base and dome are made by rolling out one pack of Das to about 50cm square and cutting out two circles. One circle is made into the dome by placing the cylinder vertically in a
Fig. 6. Construction of the bass and sub-woofer enclosures.
mixing bowl and moulding the circle into the bowl, joining the edges with the end of the cylinder. The moulding is then placed upon the other circle and joined to this, forming the base. It may be found desirable to support the dome from the inside of the enclosure while it is drying to prevent sag. The clay takes about two days to set in an airing cupboard, and when set the drive units are fixed using silicone rubber (bath sealant). Holes are drilled for the wires to exit the back of the enclosure. About 4oz long-fibre wool is used as filling material, before the units are fixed. The adhesive takes 1-2 hours to set, and the spare clay (which should be kept in a plastic bag to prevent drying) can be used to form a smooth filler around the edges of the units to reduce diffraction. For finishing, Declon acoustically transparent foam is formed into a cylinder and has a circle fixed to the top.

The cylinder of foam is overlapped by 0.3in and stapled together, and the circle for the top is stapled to the top edge of the cylinder. When this arrangement is turned inside out the join is concealed, and the sleeve can be fitted over the clay enclosure. The clay can be sprayed black to match the drive units, and the foam can be sprayed any desired colour, using aerosol paint.

The author has experimented with the positioning of the satellite units, and has found that stereo imaging is best when the units are placed on stands so that the tweeter is at the height of the seated listeners’ ears, and the units are 0.3-1m away from the walls. This requires stands about 470mm high.

Electronics
The Crimson Elektrik modules for the bass, mid-range and treble units are mounted in two Crimson Elektrik metalwork kits, with interconnecting sockets as shown in Fig. 9. The kits are stacked on top of each other. One contains a normal two-channel amplifier with power supply, and the stabilized supply for the active crossover modules. The second kit contains four power amplifier modules and the active crossovers. If it is desire to omit the dome tweeters, as recommended by Jordan, then two amplifiers can be omitted also. Full instructions are supplied by Crimson Elektrik for the construction, but the filter p.c.b. for the sub-woofer is not supplied by them. Those wishing to make their own crossovers are referred to reference 2 where Linkwitz gives the circuit and design formulae. The crossover frequencies are 500Hz and 4kHz.

The sub-woofer electronics are housed in a suitable chassis together with a power supply. The author used a Crimson Elektrik metalwork kit and power supply, arranged as shown in Fig. 10. Because there is a positive feedback loop connected

Fig. 8. Summing amplifier and filters for sub-woofer drive.

Fig. 7. Computer-predicted curve (bottom) for combined bass and sub-woofer responses.
between two p.c.b.s with screened cable, it is possible that mains harmonics may give rise to hum. To reduce this, use the thinnest screened cable obtainable, and route the cables well away from the mains transformer. The author has found that the screened cables are best positioned by experiment to give the lowest hum.

**Listening tests**

In each case, the audience was composed of electronics engineers. The first comparison was with the **Hi-Fi For Pleasure Compact Monitor**, a three-way system made from a kit, with much larger enclosures than those of the A.S.L. There was a large difference between the systems and the audience of three were unanimous in preferring the active system. The most noticeable difference was a gain in transient attack on such instruments as guitar, piano and drums, when using the A.S.L.

The second comparison was with Spen- dor BC1s. In this case, the audience of two could just detect a difference, but were unable to tell which was in use. There was slightly more colouration or 'warmth' in the lower mid-range (about 500Hz) of the A.S.L. On some material, the greater bass extension of the active system could be heard. Direct comparison of stereo imaging was not found valuable, since the co- sited speakers interfered with each other's sound field.

Other considerations than sonic ones then become important. The larger size of a passive speaker may be a consideration, though price is not since, considering the cost of amplifiers and speakers, the two systems are comparable.

It should be mentioned that high-quality equipment (amplifier, deck, arm and cartridge) was used in the tests, in which analogue, digital and direct-cut records were played. The author is unable to measure or explain the slight 500Hz colouration, and intends to try the effect of lowering the crossover frequency.

**Addresses**

- **Crimson Elektrik**: 1(a) Stamford Street, Leicester LE1 6NL
- **SonaDax Loudspeakers Ltd**: Main distributor is Falcon Acoustics, Tabor House, Norwich Road, Mulbarton, Norwich, Norfolk NR14 8JT
- **Dalesford**: A.C. Farnell Ltd, Kenyon Street, Sheffield S1 4BD
- **E.J. Jordan Ltd**: Stonyway, Bovingdon Green, Marlow-on-Thames, Bucks SL7 2JH
- **K.E.F. Electronics Ltd**: Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
- **Scanspeak**: Crimson Elektrik
- **Das** is available from larger branches of W.H. Smith
- **Long-fibre wool** can be obtained from Wilmslow Audio, Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow, Cheshire, who also stock Dalesford, K.E.F. and Jordan drive units
- **Badger Sound Services**, 46 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes, Lancs FY8 1QG, stock most components, including Crimson Elektrik and wool, and are looking into the possibility of producing the sub-woofer electronics as a kit.

**References**

Appendix: sub-woofer characteristics

A closed box enclosure has network function

$$GH_2(s) = \frac{A}{s^2 + s/Q_0 + 1}$$

where $s = \frac{1}{\omega_0}$

The second-order, low-pass with gain $A$ is

$$GL_2(s) = \frac{A}{s^2 + s/Q_0 + 1}$$

where $h = \omega_0/\omega_0$

The two functions above in cascade give the fourth-order, bandpass

$$GB_4(s) = \frac{A s^2}{(s^2 + s/Q_0 + 1) (s^2/h^2 + s/s_h Q_1 + 1)}$$

Summing this with the response of the bass enclosure (1 channel only)

$$GH_4(s) = \frac{A s^2}{(s^2 + s/Q_0 + 1) (s^2/h^2 + s/s_h Q_1 + 1)}$$

The magnitude function, which is too long to reproduce here, is then taken and programmed into a home computer. The result of evaluating this function is that, for a filter $Q_1$ of 1, an enclosure $Q$ of 0.7 and an enclosure $f_0$ of 100 Hz, the gain required is $A = -8$, the 3dB-down frequency of the system is 33Hz and ripple is 1.6dB at 113Hz. Note that the gain is negative, as is usual with second-order crossovers, when the drive unit is connected out of phase to achieve this. In the case of this design, the negative gain is achieved by the summing amplifier, and the driver is connected in phase.

For the D30/110 an enclosure volume of 3 litres was found to give the necessary $Q$ and $f_0$. For the WFR15S an enclosure volume of 33 litres gave an $f_0$ of 100Hz, but the $Q$ was too high. To reduce the $Q$ the following expressions are considered from Small9.

$$Q_n = Q_e Q_m ((Q_e + Q_m)$$

$$Q_n = \omega_0 C_{med}(R_e + R_g)$$

$R_g$ is the output resistance of the amplifier and, by making it negative, $Q_n$ can be reduced to the desired value. The required $Q_e'$ is given by:

$$Q_e'/Q_n = f_s/f_s$$

$f_s = 31$ Hz, $f_s = 100$ Hz, $Q_e = 0.7$. Therefore,

$$Q_e' = 0.22$$

since $Q_m = 4.19, Q_e' = 0.23$ from eqn. 1.

---
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$Q_e$, $Q$ of driver at $f_s$ considering electrical resistances $R_e$ and $R_g$ only

$Q_{med}$, $Q$ of driver at $f_s$ considering driver non-electrical resistances only

$Q$, total $Q$ of system at $f_s$

$Q_g$ total $Q$ of driver at $f_s$ considering all driver resistances and $R_e$

$R_e$ d.c. resistance of driver

$R_g$ output resistance of amplifier

$s$ complex frequency variable ($j\omega = \omega$)

$\omega$, radian resonant frequency of driver in free air

---

Personal privacy of engineers

Mr F. W. Sharp of the Institution of Electronic and Radio Engineers writes to us as follows:

The suggestion was made in a BBC Radio 4 programme "Reel Evidence" broadcast on the evening of August 26th, that the membership lists of the chartered engineering institutions were freely available and could be used to compile unauthorized information about the work of individuals. As far as the IERE is concerned, this is not so: the Institution's list is maintained on a strictly confidential basis. By decision of the IERE Council a "list of members" is now no longer published.

F. W. Sharp
Audio gain controls

2 – Obtaining equal gains in the two channels of a stereo pair

by Peter Baxandall, B.Sc. (Eng.), F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., M.A.E.S.

Continuing his survey of gain control problems and solutions, Peter Baxandall discusses tracking volume controls in stereo amplifiers, concluding with a proposal for an unusual design of control.

Stereo gain control tracking

Connected with the problem of obtaining a satisfactory scale shape for the volume-control law in stereo control units, is that of achieving an accurately equal gain in the two channels at all knob settings. Preferably, the channel gains, if adjusted to be equal at one volume control setting, by means of the balance control or otherwise, should remain within ±1 dB of equality at all other settings of operational significance. This is quite likely not to be the case if cheap types of carbon-track, ganged log. pots. are used.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 20. Approximation to log. law obtained by changing resistivity of halves of carbon-track pot.

Figure 20 shows the measured gain variation law on one channel of a very high quality, commercial control unit, having a simple, passive volume-control circuit, using the above type of pot. The very rough approximation to a logarithmic (linear-in-dB) law is obtained by making the two parts of the pot element of different surface resistivities, the resistivity changing suddenly from one value to another at half-rotation of the knob. At the point of change, there is a severalfold change in slope, which is a quite undesirable feature. Though some quite cheap commercial pots, give a better approximation to a logarithmic law than that of Fig.

20, there is clearly much to be said for employing a type of gain control circuit which inherently gives a smooth and nearly logarithmic law without needing pots, with a non-linear resistance law. It ought to be easier to make ganged linear pots, with accurate matching between sections than to make ones with non-linear laws and equally good matching, though unfortunately, limited experience in measuring the departure from linearity of cheap so-called linear carbon-slider pots, has shown that undesirably large errors often occur.

One solution to the problem of obtaining a good scale shape and accurate tracking is, of course, to employ ganged, stud-type volume controls. These should give not more than 2 dB per stud, at the most, and should have a click mechanism to make sure they are never left in an unsatisfactory half-way state between one stud and the next. Then, provided their internal resistors are accurate and stable, very accurate tracking will be obtained.

Careful measurements have been made of the resistance versus knob-position relationship for eight specimens of R.S. Components 10kΩ linear “slide tandem” pots, and Fig. 21 shows the results for three of these. It will be seen that:

(a) none of the specimens has a truly linear law;
(b) the departure from linearity, though of somewhat different nature for the three specimens, is nevertheless of fairly accurately the same shape for the two halves of each specimen, and this is the case also for the other five specimens;
(c) there are considerable differences between the absolute total resistance values of the specimens, and, in the case of specimen number 3 particularly, between the two resistance elements in one specimen.

For normal audio control-unit applications, minor departures from the nominal volume-control law are unimportant, provided they are equal for the two channels. Differences in the absolute resistance values for the two elements in a stereo pot may or may not cause gain mis-tracking, dependent on the nature of the associated circuit.

Consider first the circuit of Fig. 22(a), which gives a range of gain well suited to most control-unit applications. (The circuits of Figs. 12 and 14 are better suited to microphone-amplifier applications, where the higher maximum gain given is advantageous.) It is necessary in practice to insert a resistor R₃ in series with the input end of the pot to limit the maximum value of k obtainable to, say, 0.9 or 0.95, otherwise – see Fig. 8(a) – the characteristic becomes too steep at the high-gain end. Note that k is defined as
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Fig. 21. Samples of characteristics of dual linear pots.
shown in Fig. 9, and is not the same as $k'$ in Fig. 22. The reason for introducing $k'$ is that it enables a more straightforward comparison to be made between the behaviour of the (a) and (b) circuits in Fig. 22 – $k'$ is a measure purely of the knob position, whereas, as shown in Fig. 9, $k$ involves also the value of the fixed series resistor.

The gain of the Fig. 22(a) circuit is given by:

$$
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = \frac{k'R}{(1-k'R)+R_1} \\
= \frac{-k'}{1-k' + R_1/R}
$$

The gain of the Fig. 22(b) circuit is given by:

$$
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = -\frac{k'}{1-k' - 1/A}
$$

It will be seen that equations (5) and (6) are of exactly the same form, $A$ being a negative number to represent the fact that the amplifier is a phase inverting one. Thus if $A$ is made equal to $R_2/R_1$, the two circuits will have identical graphs relating overall gain to knob position.

Circuit (b) has an advantage over (a), however, in that the control characteristic is quite independent of variations in the absolute resistance $R$ of the pot element, whereas in (a) an increase in $R$ requires a proportionate increase in $R_1$ to return to the same control characteristic. Thus, using a pair of circuits of the (b) type in a stereo system, differences in the element resistances in the two halves of the ganged pot., which, as already mentioned, are found to occur in practice, will not affect the accuracy of tracking between the channels, whereas in (a) an increasing discrepancy will occur as the gain setting is increased. It has been assumed that the amplifier input impedance in circuit (b) is very high, so that there is no significant loading on the pot. slider.

To carry out the Fig. 22(b) scheme in practice, an economical recipe is required for a phase-inverting amplifier of high input impedance and feedback-stabilized gain. The simple arrangement shown in Fig. 23(a) is not very good, for to avoid significant loading of the slider, the resistors $R_3$ and $R_1$ must be made very high in value, which then seriously degrades the noise performance. This problem may be satisfactorily solved by inserting a unity-gain follower between the slider and $R_3$, $R_4$ and $R_0$ now being made of very much lower values. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 23(b).

Amplifier A in Fig. 23(b) has to handle only quite small voltage excursions, even though $V_{\text{in}}$ and/or $V_{\text{out}}$ may sometimes reach levels of several volts. There is no need to use an op. amp. for $A$, better economy, with little degradation in performance, resulting if a simple emitter-follower is used. A satisfactory practical design is given in Fig. 24. Over a range of gain adjustment of approximately 30dB, the departure from the ideal straight-line graph is no more than ±1dB. The unity-gain op. amp. follower at the left has been included so that the complete circuit presents a high input impedance to the source of $V_{\text{in}}$ at all gain settings – this source may be the tape and radio inputs to a control unit, for example. Without this follower, the input impedance at maximum gain setting falls to 1.09kΩ.

Because the gain of the Fig. 24 circuit is independent of the total resistance of the pot. element, being dependent only on the slider tapping ratio, the tracking error between stereo channels can probably be held within ±1dB limits in production, over a 30dB range of gain, using low-cost carbon pots.

Alternative technique. An alternative technique, which, like the previous one, avoids the necessity to put fixed resistance in series with the pot. to limit the
maximum gain, is shown in Fig. 25 in its simplest form.

Here a fraction $\beta$ of $V_{in}$ is fed back as overall negative feedback in series with $V_{in}$. The forward gain, $A$, of this feedback system is $-k'(1-k')$, so that applying the usual feedback formula gives:

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{A}{1-A\beta} = \frac{-k'(1-k')}{1-[-k'(1-k')]\beta}$$

from which

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{k'}{1-k'\beta}$$

Comparing equation (7) with (5) and (6), it will be seen to be not quite of the same form, for the third term in the denominator of (7) involves $k'$, whereas this is not the case in (5) and (6). Suppose we choose $\beta$ in the Fig. 25 circuit so that equation (7) gives the maximum gain, i.e. gain at $k'=1$, as that given by the Fig. 24(a) circuit in accordance with equation (6). This requires $\beta = 0.1222$, and equation (7) then yields the broken-line curve shown in Fig. 24(b). Looking at these two curves, it is very tempting to conclude that the circuits of Figs. 24 and 25 inherently give slightly different shapes of characteristic, but more careful thought shows that this is actually not the case.

Referring to equation (7), this may be written:

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{k'}{1-(1-\beta)k'}$$

$$= \frac{1}{1-\beta} \times \frac{(1-\beta)k'}{1-(1-\beta)k'}$$

$$= \frac{1}{1-\beta} \times \frac{k'}{1-k'}$$

Equation (6) may be written:

$$\frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} = \frac{k'}{1-1/A-k'}$$

Comparing (8) and (9), it will be seen that if $A$ and $\beta$ are so chosen that $(1-1/A) = 1/(1-\beta)$, then the only difference between the equations is that the right-hand side of (8) is multiplied by the constant factor $1/(1-\beta)$. This means that the curves for the two circuits are exactly the same in size and shape, but that represented by equation (8) is displaced upwards relative to the equation (9) curve by $20 \log \frac{1}{1-\beta}$ decibels.

Thus, the real difference in behavior between the circuits of Figs. 24 and 25 is that when designed to give identical shapes of control characteristic, the Fig. 25 circuit, at all knob settings, gives a slightly higher gain than does that of Fig. 24.

Passive control using linear pots.

A single linear pot. used as shown in Fig. 1 or Fig. 2 gives a control law which is quite intolerable for normal audio purposes. It is well known that by shunting a load resistor from the slider to earth, a characteristic approximating more closely to the ideal uniform decibel spacing may be obtained, though unfortunately only over a range of some 20dB or thereabouts. Fig. 26, based on calculations I did while a student in 1942, shows what happens as the loading is varied.

Very much better results than the above can be obtained with passive circuits using linear pots. If one or more fixed tapping points are provided, and the simplest such scheme is that shown in Fig. 27(a). If the resistors $R_1$ and $R_2$ are made of very much lower value than the pot resistance, the attenuation with the slider at the tapping position is determined almost entirely by the values of $R_1$ and $R_2$, and is virtually unaffected by any non-linearity in the law of the pot. element itself. There is, however, a sudden change in slope as the slider passes the tapping point, and a typical characteristic is shown in Fig. 27(b).

By adding a loading resistor between the slider and earth, a much better characteristic can be obtained, and it is possible to choose the value of this resistor so that there is no discontinuity in slope as the tapping point is passed. Fig. 28 shows a practical design employing a centre-tapped linear pot. with the slider output suitably loaded, together with the characteristic obtained. Over a control range of about 35dB, the departure from the ideal straight line is not much more than ±1dB. By having two tapping points on the pot. element - and low-cost slider pots. can be obtained with this feature - the nearly-linear control range can be extended to about 50dB if required, satisfying the most exacting needs.

For instrumentation purposes, the above technique can be extended much
further, providing attenuators of extremely high precision and stability. An interesting example from a different field occurs in the Wayne Kerr B5009 Logarithmic LCR Bridge, in which readings are taken from an approximately 25cm long "slide-rule", which has a logarithmic scale covering a 16:1 ratio. The circuit associated with this device is shown in Fig. 29. The use of a tapped transformer winding to energize the tappings on the resistance element ensures extreme precision in the ratios of the voltages at these points, since they are determined almost purely by the turn numbers on the transformer. As the slider is moved down from the top, the attenuation at each tapping position increases by successive factors of 2, or 6.02dB. In the absence of the loading resistor on the slider, $V_{out}$ varies linearly with slider position between tapping points, whereas, for a perfectly logarithmic scale, it is the log of $V_{out}$ that is required to vary linearly. The error amounts to approximately 0.5dB midway between tappings. By adding the right value of loading resistor as shown, this error is reduced to less than ±0.05dB.

By using a transformer, the attenuation characteristic is made almost perfectly independent of production variations or non-uniformity in the resistance element, provided only that the physical positions of the tappings are accurately maintained. With the Fig. 28(a) type of arrangement, variations in pot. resistance do have some effect, but it may be kept small by making the resistance of the resistor-chain connected to the tapping(s) much less than the resistance of the pot. itself.

For high-grade audio control-unit applications, where the use of slider-type controls is considered appropriate, there would seem to be a strong case for using the Fig. 28 arrangement but with two tappings. By using ±2% resistors to feed the tappings, excellent stereo tracking should be obtained with a most desirable shape of control characteristic.

**BBC log. attenuator**

An interesting and very neat solution to the problem of providing a wide-range gain control having uniformly-spaced decibel scaling was devised in 1946 by C. G. Mayo and R. H. Tanner of the BBC Research Department. It was used in a portable microphone amplifier made by the BBC for acoustic measurements, but was unfortunately not taken up commercially.

The principle is given in Fig. 30, and Fig. 31 shows the actual construction. These illustrations are taken from reference 5. A is a block of resistive material, of which the underside is covered by a conductive electrode B. The input is applied between B and another electrode C, the output being taken between B and a slider D. The various series and shunt paths through the resistive material may be regarded as approximately equivalent to the ladder network shown, the output of each successive section of the ladder being a constant fraction of that of the previous section, giving a scaling with uniformly-spaced decibel divisions. The useful range of the model illustrated was about 70dB.

It is pointed out that the output impedance of this type of attenuator does not become low when the attenuation is large, so that it is very important to avoid appreciable stray-capacitance coupling between input and output. The output connection is therefore brought out coaxially, with a screening plate as shown in the photograph.

It has occurred to me that there is no essential need to employ a thick block of resistive material, and that an attenuator based on the same broad principle could be made using carbon-coated s.r.b.p. sheet material of the type commonly used in ordinary carbon pots. To test this idea, a quick experiment was done with the set-up shown in Fig. 32, and yielded the rather impressive result shown in Fig. 33. The very first graph obtained was somewhat inferior, apparently because of unsatisfactory contact between the steel vice jaw and the carbon coating. This was overcome by interposing a strip of polished copper foil between the carbon coating and the vice jaw.

Though an attenuator having a very extended range of operation as in Fig. 33 may fulfil some requirements, it is not ideal for use in control units etc., for the range of control needed in practice covers far less than 100dB, except that an "off" position coming soon after the position giving 40 or 50dB attenuation is really desirable. The Fig. 32 type of construction could readily be modified to provide such a characteristic, by shaping the conductive electrode, or metallic coating, somewhat as shown in Fig. 34. Halving the width of the carbon track, for example, would double the slope of the graph.
It is relevant to consider the suitability of attenuators based on the above principle for stereo purposes, i.e. whether sufficiently accurate tracking would be readily obtainable. Since the slope of the attenuation characteristic depends, to a first order at least, on nothing but the width of the resistive track, it would be important, for stereo use, to adopt a form of construction in which production variations in this width are minimized. The Fig. 34 construction does not appear to be ideal, for it relies on cutting the edge of the carbon material accurately in relation to the position of the metallized coating. The arrangement shown in Fig. 35 would seem much preferable, since accuracy of cutting is no longer involved and the metallized coating could be deposited by some form of printing technique with a very high degree of consistency.

The lower impedances usually used in transistor equipment, compared with earlier valve equipment, ease the problem of keeping the input-to-output stray capacitance sufficiently small, but it is still important to adopt a constructional arrangement which aims to minimize such capacitance. Working at 1kHz impedance, with a control giving up to 100dB attenuation, the stray capacitance must be kept to less than 0.1pF. The connexion “rail” on which the slider moves must therefore be positioned away from the carbon surface and screened from this and the input connexion by an earthed screening plate.

Another advantage of the Fig. 35 arrangement is that, because of its symmetry, unwanted slight lateral movements of the slider during its traversal would be expected to have less effect on the attenuation than with the Fig. 34 form of construction — though it has been found that even with the latter, movements of about 1mm at right-angles to the direction of traversal produce only a small fraction of 1dB change in output provided the slider contacts the carbon track within 2 or 3mm of its edge.

Other methods of log control and stereo tracking

- Perfect tracking of stereo channel gains at all settings, without the need for precision gain-control circuits, may be obtained by first producing, from the incoming L and R signals (L + R) and (L – R) signals. If the (L + R) signal is led to one half of a ganged gain-control circuit, multiplying it by a factor \( \alpha \), and the (L – R) signal is fed to the other half of the gain-control circuit, which multiplies it by a factor \( \beta \), then the sum of the gain-control circuit outputs is given by:

\[
\text{sum} = (\alpha + \beta)L + (\alpha - \beta)R
\]

and the difference of their outputs is given by:

\[
\text{difference} = (\alpha + \beta)R + (\alpha - \beta)L
\]

Thus, though the balance as such is perfect, it is obtained at the price of introducing some cross-talk when \( \alpha \) is not quite equal to \( \beta \). The effects of stereo cross-talk are discussed in detail in Reference 6.

- Various simple gain-control circuits give a nearly linear relationship between attenuation in decibels and control position over a range of several dB. If a sufficient number of such circuits are put in cascade, and the controls are ganged, an approximately linear relationship may be obtained over any required range. While this technique is not usually very attractive when carried out literally with mechanically-ganged pots., it would appear to be worth bearing in mind as a possible technique for providing electronic gain control with a logarithmic characteristic. The idea is quite old.

- At the present time the most satisfactory technique for wide-range electronic gain control is that which exploits the fact that silicon planar transistors follow with high accuracy the relationship:

\[
I_C = I_{CE} e^{\frac{V_{BE} - V_T}{V_T}}
\]

where \( I_C \) is the collector current and \( V_{BE} \) is the base-to-emitter voltage. (The other quantities are constants.)

Circuits can be designed in which the gain in decibels is linearly related to the control voltage over a range of about 100dB, and by using the “log-antilog” or predistortion technique, a performance sufficiently good, with respect to distortion and signal-to-noise ratio, to justify the use of such circuits in very-high-quality audio systems, can be obtained. A very sound and clear treatment is given in Reference 7.

This type of circuit is at the heart of companion systems of the dbx type. It could be used to provide gain control in audio control units, a single pot. varying the control voltage to a pair of such circuits in the two audio channels. The distortion and noise performance, though good, is not quite up to the highest standards sometimes demanded, maybe unnecessarily, in expensive control units, but some further refinement of i.e. versions of these gain-control circuits, including the reduction of residual even-harmonic distortion by the use of more fully balanced arrangements, may take place.

- In a fully digital audio system, gain control with perfect stereo tracking and any desired control law may be carried out on a purely numerical basis.

References


Reactance circuit
Reactance circuits are not very popular because it is difficult to design a phase-shift network which will work into a low and varying base impedance. This circuit overcomes the problem and gives a greater and more linear frequency swing than common variable capacitance diodes. The 90° phase shift is produced by a resistor in series with the inductor, which produces a voltage in phase with the inductor current and consequently almost in quadrature to the e.m.f. across the resonant circuit. The collector current of $T_1$ is in phase with the inductor current and therefore produces the effect of an inductance in parallel with the resonant circuit, which raises the operating frequency. The resistance is chosen to give about 100mV pk-to-pk because there is little advantage in a larger signal at the base of the reactance transistor.

The oscillator is designed to give an amplitude of around 100mV pk-to-pk at the base of $T_1$, which is controlled by effective mutual conductance variation. The amplitude changes by only 10% from 480 to 530kHz. If the oscillator level is controlled by collector "bottoming", a much larger frequency swing is possible with little amplitude variation, at the expense of some waveform distortion. The susceptance introduced in parallel by this circuit is $B_e = g_m R B_L$, where $B_L$ is the susceptance of the inductor and $g_m$ is the effective mutual conductance, which is about half the mutual conductance with an average collector current if the amplitude is 100mV pk-to-pk.

R. G. T. Bennett
Christchurch, New Zealand

Solid-state relay
In radio control applications this solid-state relay can replace a conventional electromagnetic type to save space, weight and provide a faster switching response. The circuit comprises one make and one break contact, but a changeover configuration can be obtained by connecting contact points 1 and 3 together. The relay operates when a voltage is applied to inputs $a$ and $b$, and $D_1$ prevents damage to $T_1$ and $T_2$ if the wrong polarity is connected.

When no operating voltage is present, $T_1$ is turned off and acts as an open contact. $T_2$ is also turned off, but $T_3$ is turned on via $R_3$ and acts as a closed contact. Current rating of $T_1$ and $T_3$ is 750mA at 20V.

B. Lowery
Lincoln

Touch control
One c.m.o.s. counter can be used to provide touch-controlled voltages for the TCA730 or similar circuits. The state of the counter is converted to an analogue voltage by a resistance ladder, and smoothed by a capacitor. When the terminal count in either direction is reached, the clock input is inhibited. Two l.e.d.s, driven by a differential amplifier, show the position of the counter and the control voltage. Output voltage swing is 2-10V with a supply of 15V.

Two cascaded counters provide a suitable resolution for volume control applications. At switch on, the counter is preset to a position set by the parallel load inputs.

N. Istvan
Budapest
Hungary
Digital delay

This circuit was designed to give a relatively long delay in a single-bit stream adaptive delta modulation system. The conventional method uses shift registers, but these are quite expensive and become less economical as the bit requirement increases. A more attractive method is to use the popular and inexpensive 21L02 1024-bit r.a.m. which only requires one +5V supply. The memory is sequentially addressed so that data is initially read from, and new data subsequently written into each successive cell. Data read out in this manner is identical to the input but delayed by 1024 address change periods. To cascade several memories, the write cycles must be progressively shorter for each device, and this ultimately limits the system.

However, this problem can be eliminated by connecting the memories serially and addressing alternate devices by a 10-bit incremental address signal. A second 10-bit address, which is incremented in quadrature to the first, is applied to the remaining memories. Symmetrical read/write signals can now be used to transfer data from one memory to the next in the appropriate manner due to the overlapping address signals.

Numerous memories can be used as long as loading constraints are observed. Delayed data is extracted from the system by clocking the Dout of the last 21L02 through the remaining half of the 4013 flip-flop with either r/w if the number of memories is even, or r/W if it is odd. It is unnecessary for the address wiring for each memory to be coherent because a unique address is only required for each cell.

P. Gladdish
Holbrook
Derbyshire

Power f.e.t. voltage regulator

Power f.e.t.s can be used as the control element in a relatively simple linear regulator. The V.m.o.s. f.e.t. has a high value of gms, a high impedance, and can pass a reasonably high drain current. Another advantage, shown in this example, is parallel operation where the positive temperature coefficient of Vds tends to produce equal current sharing. Operation is similar to a conventional regulator except that the f.e.t.s require virtually no gate current. An error amplifier provides gate drive to both f.e.t.s, which then conduct. Output voltage can be adjusted by the variable resistor. The voltage at the gate is about 11V for a load current of 100mA, and increases to approximately 16V with a current of 1.8A. A foldback current limit protects the regulator against overload by triggering a thyristor at about 2A to switch both f.e.t.s off. The circuit has an output resistance of 60mΩ and provides +9V with loads up to 1.8A. Performance depends on the gain of the error amplifier, and further improvements can be obtained by replacing the transistor with a high-gain op-amp. Larger currents can be provided by increasing the number of parallel f.e.t.s, which must be mounted on heatsinks.

G. Loveday
Tonbridge
Kent
WORLD OF AMATEUR RADIO

DX records broken
What is thought to have been the longest distance two-way 144MHz tropospheric contact ever to have been made in IARU Region 1 (Europe and Africa) took place on August 8. R. V. Thorn, G3CHN in south Devon made contact with EA8XS in the Canary Islands, off the African coast, a distance of over 2600km. At the time anticyclonic weather conditions extended from south-west England southwards to the Canary Islands and westwards almost to Florida, possibly a near miss for the first transatlantic 144MHz contact by means of ducting, though again suggesting that some day this may be achieved. Sea ducting between California and the Hawaiian Islands has, on very rare occasions, provided American amateurs with 144 and 432MHz tropo contacts over distances exceeding 4000km.

Many British amateurs made their first 144MHz contacts with Andorra during an intense spell of operation by C31RN.

On the 10GHz microwave amateurs, Italian enthusiasts have bettered their previous world record distance of 633km when, during July, I0SNY/7 made contacts with IW3EQ/3 and I3OY/3, raising the record to 757km.

More museum stations
Some 300 members of the 1000-strong Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society (RNARS), formed in the UK in 1960, live overseas, including 114 in Australia where a national branch was formed in October 1979. As a result of the successful restoration by RNARS of the bridge wireless office of HMS Belfast (GB2RN) in the Pool of London, the Maritime Trust of Australia has accepted an offer by RNARS Australia to restore the W/T office of HMAS Castlemaine and to permit the installation of a modern amateur radio station with the callsign VK3RAN. Most of the original W/T equipment has been located and is now being restored. VK3RAN has regular schedules with RNARS stations in the UK including GB2RN. A similar project is also being undertaken for HMAS Diamantina which is to form a naval museum at Brisbane.

Special calls held by RNARS in the UK include GB3RN at HMS Mercury (shore station) where the callsign G3BZU is also used (except on open days at Portsmouth Naval Dockyard); also GB2FAA at the Yeovil Naval Air Station (“Fleet Air Arm”).

The London Science Museum has recently put on a display two off-line rotortype cryptographic machines of World War II vintage: a three-rotor German Enigma (Geheim Chiffriermachine) based on the work of Arthur Scherbius, and the British Type X Mark III machine developed in the 1930s by Air Commodore Oxwyn with the help of the RAF Workshops. This typewriter-like machine could be used in the field to provide a ciphered tape at up to 20w.p.m. while “powered” by turning a handle with the other hand.

Amateur tv news
John Wood, G3YQC is to edit CQ-TV, the journal of the British Amateur Television Club. A recent listing of amateur tv stations in South East England includes 24 stations in south London and along both sides of the Thames estuary. Avr transmissions are available to France, Holland and Belgium are reported, although activity in Manchester and the north-west has dropped in recent years. In the current issue of CQ-TV Grant Dixon, G8CGK describes his work with computer-based (Triton) slow scan television. Digital processing can include the insertion of a reduced-size image into a quarter of the transmitted picture: for example it is possible to store a photograph of the operator in the computer memory and then, whenever required, to insert this into the top right-hand quarter of the transmission. An article by Tom O’Hara, W6ORG, reproduced from the American avt journal AV describes an arrangement to interface a home computer (TRS-80) with a television camera to enable two non-synchronous pictures to be readily mixed.

On the bands
Swansea Amateur Radio Society has won the RSGB’s 1980 National Field Day trophy with the Bristol Trophy (single station entry) going to the Teesside Contest Group. Band leaders were: 1.8MHz Farnborough; 3.5MHz Harlow; 7MHz Mansfield; 14MHz Southgate; 21MHz Guernsey; and 28MHz East Nottingham. The Gravesend Trophy was won by Guildford; the Scottish NFD trophy by Glenrothes; and the Frank Hoosen Memorial trophy by Southgate.

Amateur licences in the USA at mid-1980 had risen to 385,625 with the FCC issuing 12,583 new licences in the first half of 1980, compared with 6119 during the full year of 1979. Pass rate in the FCC examinations has risen markedly although this has been ascribed by Ham Radio more to memorization of the “question-and-answer” guides that have recently become available rather than better understanding of the theory by candidates: examination syllabus has recently been changed.

The New Zealand amateur Fred Johnson, ZL2AMJ, in commenting upon the long-standing controversy on the international requirement for morse code proficiency to obtain a licence for amateur bands below 50MHz, has identified and listed 75 factors that have been put forward in support of, or against a compulsory code requirement. The overwhelming majority appear to be favourable to the c.w. mode which it is noted “shows no sign of a diminishing use from observation on the bands”. ZL2AMJ notes that the critics of the code requirements “are overwhelmingly drawn from those who have not experienced the use of the code on the h.f. bands and hence cannot be expected to understand the position that the code has in the amateur radio world” although “the reason for them not seeing any necessity for it can be appreciated”. Among his many factors he notes that this is a skill which is not difficult to learn as is sometimes claimed and that it takes about 40 hours of effort to go from zero to about 12 words per minute proficiency. Concern over the code requirement can be traced back through amateur radio publications “to when phone operation first commenced and there is no evidence to show that the level of criticism is any more today than in earlier days”. Examination of the QSL cards passing through the New Zealand bureau “reveals a surprisingly high use of c.w.” and the number of articles in c.w.-related topics appears to be increasing.

The potential health hazard posed by the use of polychlorinated biphenyls (p.c.b.) as transformer-oil in “dummy loads” etc. has recently attracted increased attention in amateur circles. However Tom Ruynon, VE5UK points out that the main hazard arises when the non biodegradable substance gets into the food chain rather than from skin contact. Similarly it is recognised that the fumes from melting polyurethane-coated wire, used for experimental prototype wiring, contain the toxic substance di-isocyanate which can result in severe asthmatic attacks, particularly to people who have become sensitised.

In brief
Despite the recent fire, it is expected that the 1981 RSGB National Amateur Radio Exhibition will be held in the temporary building which is being erected at Alexandra Palace, although dates have not yet been announced. . . . Among 1000 search volunteers for two-year-old Elizabeth Peck in West Sussex were 34 members of Raynet, the radio amateurs’ national emergency network. All ended happily when the little girl was discovered alive and well 41 hours after wandering off from her family. . . . Approximately 2500 of those who sat the UK Radio Amateurs’ Examination last May passed.

PAT HAWKER, G3VA
Colour tv receiver design

4 – The switched-mode power supply

by R. Wilkinson, B.Sc.(Hons), M.I.E.E., Decca Radio & Television Ltd

A switched-mode power supply operating at television line frequency was chosen for the 70 series because of its inherently low power loss, its ease of obtaining any voltages required; and the possibility of making the chassis isolated from the mains. The alternative approach of a thyristor supply (used successfully for several years in the 80 and 100 series chassis) does not readily lend itself to these requirements. Whilst it can be made to work efficiently, bulky iron-cored chokes are required and these are expensive, heavy and could produce mains frequency fields which could affect the c.r.t.

The 70 series s.m.p.s.u. is a flyback type of convertor (Fig. 16). Tr1 switches the transformer primary across the rectified mains and energy builds up in it in the form of a magnetic field. When Tr1 switches off, its collector voltage rises and so (by transformer action) does the secondary. D1 conducts and feeds all the energy stored in the transformer into the load. Hence the load is only supplied when the transistor is off.

Stabilisation of the output voltage, against mains and load variations, is achieved by taking a sample of voltage from a winding on the transformer and comparing it with a fixed reference voltage. The resulting error voltage is used to correct the drive waveform fed to the output device.

Fig. 17 shows a block diagram of the s.m.p.s.u. circuit. The control unit contains an oscillator to ensure that the output stage remains switching whether it is synchronised or not. There is an input of line drive from the sync processor. This, you may remember, has been synchronised to the line sync pulses on the received video waveform. The other input is a line flyback pulse and is used in a phase discriminator as a phase reference for the oscillator drive pulses which will eventually be used to provide base drive for the line output transistor. This phase reference is adjustable and can be used as a line shift control.

Both these inputs cross the isolation barrier and, consequently, must use double-insulated components: the line drive input uses a small toroidal transformer and the line flyback phase reference is from a small isolated winding on one limb of the line output transformer.

During normal operation the control circuits are supplied from the s.m.p.s.u. t.f. and so, when the set is first switched on, some power must be supplied to the oscillator to start switching the output stage. The start-up circuit supplies this power and then switches off once the voltage from the t.f. has built up sufficiently to drive the control circuits. Fig. 18 shows a simplified version of the complete s.m.p.s.u. circuit and the start-up circuit operation can be seen from this. At switch-on Tr1 is turned hard on by base current through R1. Current flows through R2 and Tr1 to supply the control i.c. TDA2581 and the driver stage Tr3 and Tr4.

As the oscillator commences switching the driver stage, and hence the output stage, the voltage at C2 steadily builds up until D1 turns on. Then Tr2 turns on, pulling down the base of Tr1 which switches off. From then on the power to the control i.c. and the driver stage is
supplied through D3. Thus R2 does not need to be on all the time and another source of power wastage is removed.

The heart of the control circuitry is the pulse width modulator. This determines the mark/space ratio of the output waveform and hence the output voltage. The error amplifier controls the pulse width modulator according to the difference between the adjustable sample of the fed back transformer voltage V and the stable reference voltage across D1. A trip circuit senses the current in the output device and cuts off the output pulses if the current rises above a pre-determined value. It then waits for a short while and then releases the pulses again. If the excessive load or fault still remains then the trip

Fig. 18. Simplified version of complete power supply circuit.

cuts off the output again. After this cycle has repeated about ten times the output pulses are cut off "permanently" and the supply can only be restarted by switching off the mains, waiting a few seconds and switching on again (assuming the fault or overload has cleared or been corrected).

The i.c. contains other protection circuits, which operate the trip if the fed back sample voltage goes high or if the control i.c. supply goes low or if the reference voltage at D1 goes open-circuit.

The driver stage has two transistors in a push-pull configuration. It will be noticed that the output device is a Darlington transistor. This device is used in preference to an ordinary transistor because it removes the need for a driver transformer.

Reliability

As has been shown, the factors influencing the design of a television receiver are many and varied and often conflict with each other. The solving of the problems thus presented has produced, at least in the 70 series, a receiver which gives an excellent and reliable performance. One of the aims of the design team was to improve on the already good reliability figures achieved by the 80 and 100 series. The low failure rates that were monitored during the 24 hour soak test in the factory indicated that this was achieved with a good margin.

Sixty years ago

Until shortly before 1920 communication between submarines and shore or other vessels was only possible while transmitting or receiving above the waves, due, of course, to the attenuation of electromagnetic waves by water. An article called "The Submarine's Wireless" in the November 27th, 1920 edition described newly found techniques which enabled practical communication while the vessel was under water. The techniques in question involved the development of extremely sensitive receiving and amplifying apparatus, and more efficient aerial systems, to make possible the bridging of distances of up to three miles while the vessel was submerged under nine feet of water. An aerial current of six amps was required for this feat, but there is no mention of the frequencies used, although long-waves are suggested as they were found to be able to penetrate the water better than short-waves.

In the same issue, a small feature also appeared on a wireless telephone pack-set which was used by RAF officers as far back as the autumn of 1918. Two photos show the set "mounted" on an officer who stands, supported by his bicycle, with a wooden frame aerial projecting from the top of his head. As wireless sets, especially of this type, were not all that common at that time he probably gave some of the locals quite a start.

The need for ships to pass out of unlit harbours during wartime was the necessity that gave birth to the invention of the "radio cable", which was discussed in the "Notes and News" section also in this issue. This guidance cable, through which an alternating current was passed, was laid in the harbour waterways. Ships using the cable were fitted with two detection coils, probably one on either side of the deck, which intercepted the electromagnetic waves coming from the cable. By noting the relative strength of the waves reaching each coil, it was possible for the ship's navigator to determine his position in relation to the cable. The US Navy laid one such cable which was sixteen miles in length, in the main waterway approaching the port of New York.
**Microcomputer instructor**

A flexible prototyping system, designed to cut the cost of microprocessor evaluation and development, has been introduced by Philips Test and Measuring Instruments. The PM 4300 microcomputer instructor, which is marketed by Pye Unicam, uses interchangeable modules to adapt the system to different 8 or 16-bit processors. Types which can at present be accommodated are the M68000, 8086, Z8002, Z80, 8048, M6801, 8088 and the M6809, and additions to the range are expected in the near future. PM 4300 is claimed to be more powerful than a manufacturer's evaluation board, and allows writing/debugging of programs, checking operation of peripherals, exercising input/output ports and implementing interrupt routines. A hexadecimal keyboard, an 16-function keyboard, switch/c.d. i/o displays and a 16-digit alphanumeric display are features of the desktop microcomputer instructor. Use of the function keys enables automatic i/o reading and writing, single stepping, setting hardware breakpoints, timing and memory manipulation to be carried out, and the user has complete control over system operations, including communication with i/o devices and generation of interrupts manually or using the real-time system clock. The RS-232 serial interface allows direct linking to existing development systems and the PM 4300 is compatible with the Philips PM 4421 PDMS microcomputer development system. Pye Unicam Ltd, York St, Cambridge CB1 2PX.
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**Switches and pots**

Miniature switches for programming via b.c.d. or b.c.hex, at low cost, are introduced by Ambit International in a new range designated the SRQ series. Uses of the switches include 'on-card' programming of frequency synthesizers, cash registers, timing devices, coin operated machines and computer games. Both horizontal and vertical mounting variations are available at a price of 99p per unit or 64p per unit in 100 off quantities.

Also introduced by the same firm are potentiometers, the K16A20 series, which are basically standard 16mm types with 300° of rotation, but featuring an integral epicyclic drive. This feature enables improved resolution control as it gives a 5:1 turns reduction ratio of spindle rotation, for applications such as varicap tuning elements and instrument controls. E12 series values ranging from 1000Ω to 1MΩ are available, but Ambit are stocking a restricted range at present, at a 100 off price of 52p. Ambit International, 200 North Service Rd, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG.
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**P.c.b. drill**

Unlike most mini-drills, the USA manufactured Dremel Moto-Tool, introduced by Microflame Ltd, is suitable for operation at mains voltage, can supply considerable torque, and has a maximum free-running speed of 27000 r.p.m. Four collet sizes, of \( \frac{1}{8}\text{in} \), \( \frac{1}{16}\text{in} \), \( \frac{1}{4}\text{in} \) and \( \frac{3}{16}\text{in} \) diameter, and a range of over 100 accessories for drilling, grinding, deburring, engraving etc., make the drill suitable for a wide range of applications other than just the drilling of p.c.b.s. The basic drill with one collet costs £33.60, or it can be bought complete with a set of accessories at a price of £40.35. A drill-stand and a compatible vice are also available at prices of £18.80 and £11.39 Respectively. Microflame (UK) Ltd, Vincents Rd, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3HQ.
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**“Pocket” computer**

Battery powered, fully portable, 1.9Kbytes r.a.m. and a total of 11Kbytes r.o.m., are all features of the Tandy TRS 80 Pocket Computer, due to be released in October, for which eight different software packages will be available to cover varying requirements from civil engineering to computer games. By using a cassette interface, which is not included in the price of £119, programs can be loaded into the computer, one after the other, without the previous program being erased. TRS 80 makes use of a digital-display and a 57 key alphanumeric keyboard, and measures only 175 × 70 × 15mm. Prices of the software will range from £8.95 to £13.95, and the cassette interface will cost £17.95. Tandy Corporation, Bilston Rd, Wednesbury, West Midlands WS10 7JN.
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**Cable identifier**

Electricians faced with the problem of finding the beginnings and ends of conductors of identical appearance in a cable group should find this product of interest. The Cable
Waveform synthesizer
One of four new instruments recently introduced by Wavetech Electronics Ltd, is a programmable waveform synthesizer, for use either as a bench-top unit, or in conjunction with a t.e. Model 178, as it is called, can be used as a function, signal, or sweep generator. Among the types of waveform in its range are sine, offset sine, square, triangle and ramp, at programmable output voltages of up to 20V p.p. into 50 ohms, with frequencies of up to 50MHz. The design techniques incorporated enable synthesized triggering, gating, frequency sweep, burst counts, and combinations of these modes to make it a flexible instrument which can be used for a wide range of applications, and its dual-microprocessors enable input data to be accepted in any order or form for optimal resolution and performance. Additional features include stored settings, a.m. and f.m., varicrystal operation, frequency markers, and advantages such as 'learn mode', made possible through the use of a general purpose interface bus. D.c. offset, d.c. output and fixed t.u.t./i.u.t. output are also standard features. Wavetech Electronics Ltd, 115 Crockett hamwell Rd, Woodley, Reading, Berks RG5 3JP.

Double-balanced mixer
Considering the 1 to 4.2GHz bandwidth of this double-balanced mixer, the Summit model 1307, distributed by March Microwave Ltd, the performance is unusually high. Conversion loss and noise figures are both less than 6dB, and 10 to r.f. isolation is greater than 40dB. During assembly, hot carrier diodes are selected for the quadr}

Midget capacitors
Suitability for assembly into thin and thick-film circuits, is one of the features of a new range of solid-electrolyte tantalum chip capacitors, type 194D Midget, which is available through Hy-Comp Ltd and manufactured by Sprague Electric. Capacitance values range from 0.1μF to 100μF, with working voltages of up to 50V d.c. for values under 4.7μF. Working voltages for values above 4.7μF fall gradually to a maximum of 4V d.c. for 100μF. The unpackaged devices, which have epoxy encapsulated bodies, are available in eight different sizes, ranging from 1.27 x 2.54mm to 3.8 x 7.2mm, and are compatible with modern hybrid assembly techniques, including soft soldering, epoxy bonding and thermal compression bonding. Standard operating temperature range is from -55°C to +125°C, and capacitance tolerances of either 20% or 10% are obtainable (also 5% to special order). Hy-Comp Ltd. 7 Shield Rd, Ashford Industrial Estate, Ashford, Middx. TW15 1AV.

Software for micros
A series of products called Component Software, introduced by Texas Instruments Ltd, support the TMS9900 family of 16-bit microprocessors and TM590 microcomputer modules. They complement TI's Microprocessor Pascal products to enable a reduction in the number of software statements and allow designers to add modular software capability to their applications. Component Software products rely on a standard software interface, analogous to the hardware interface in v.l.s.i. components or microcomputer modules, to communicate with language-support and custom software routines. Initial products in the series are the TMSW330R Realtime Executive and the TMSW340F File Manager, at £590 and £923 respectively, both available either for use on TI's floppy-disc based microprocessor development system or the hard-disc based APML system. The Realtime Executive has 6K bytes of software routines that perform the necessary executive functions for a real-time, multi-masking application program. These functions include system initialization, concurrent process synchronization, inter-process communication, interrupt linkage, memory management and priority scheduling. The File Manager provides device-independent file management capability from assembly language and/or microprocessor Pascal application programs, and can interface at several different levels to the Realtime Executive, depending on the input/output generality and software 'headroom' the designer wishes to include in his application. Texas Instruments Ltd, Manton Lane, Bedford MK41 7PA.

E.e.p.r.o.m.
With a memory capacity of 16Kbit, this e.e.p.r.o.m., the HN 48016 by Hitachi Ltd, is claimed to be the first of its kind in the world. Dialogue Marketing Ltd say that it is now available for immediate sample deliveries, with large-order capacity expected by the end of the year. Memory organization of the device is 2048-word x 8-bit, the same as for the 2716 e.e.p.r.o.m. family, but its access time is only 35ns, and also the number of program/erase cycles possible is greater, at a maximum of 1000 times. Compatibility with existing e.e.p.r.o.m.s, suitability for use with 2MHz microcomputers, and an ability to retain data for longer than 10 years at 85°C, are among the other features of this product. Dialogue Marketing (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 11G, Rose Industrial Estate, Bourne End, Bucks FL8 5AS.
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Maplin mail-order — Now better than ever!

Stereo Cassette Tape Deck

Utilising the superb JVC deck made for Tandberg and a ready-made pre-aligned, tested and guaranteed module, this cassette deck has a superb sound and a high quality specification. We've got everything you need (except cabinet) including full instruction leaflet for only £39.95.

Order as XY396P (Cassette Recorder Kit)

Space Invaders

Fight the space invaders, be a polaris captain or a spaceship commander. Full colour action on your own TV set and over 450 games to play.

Basic console with Combat cartridge (AC00A) £59.50 + £2.50 carriage

All cartridges available including:

- Space Invaders (AC250) £29.95
- Indy 500 (AC248) £34.50
- Chess (AC256) £34.50
- Golf (AC251) £18.95
- Air Sea Battle (AC018) £16.95
- Space War (AC00C) £16.95
- Brain Games (AC002) £16.95
- Outlaw (AC00D) £16.95

All prices include VAT and carriage except where shown.

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd
All mail to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554155

Shop: 284 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex. (Closed on Monday)
Telephone: Southend (0702) 564000

Catalogue now available in all branches of WHSMITH @ Price £1.00
Picture the ultimate in precision soldering.

When a solder medium for the microprocessor-based circuitry of the new Nikon EM camera was needed, a Multicore Oxide-Free Solder Cream was chosen.

Multicore, the world's leading authority on solder and soldering, has developed its own unique method of producing solder powders so that they are practically oxide-free. This means that the resultant solder cream will melt and flow as cleanly and as quickly as rosin-cored solder wire. Merely a faint residue of flux is left and any risk of solder globules being formed is minimised or even eliminated altogether.

Where the Multicore Oxide-Free Solder Cream differs is in the physical characteristics of its particles. Ordinary creams contain atomised solder powder, with each particle covered with a layer of oxide. This has to be removed by the flux after heating but non-corrosive, rosin-based fluxes cannot do this effectively given the nature of the solder technique used.

The particles in Multicore Oxide-Free Solder Cream, as the electron-microscope enlargement shown illustrates, are much cleaner and more uniform. The result: cleaner, quicker soldering.

Available in a wide range of alloys and flux combinations, with particle size, flux content and viscosity equally variable, there can be a Multicore Oxide-Free Solder Cream tailor-made to suit your requirements.

If, like Nikon, you need a solder medium that can be applied with a high degree of accuracy, either by syringe or silk screening, will give you a thoroughly reliable joint, and will fully comply with health and safety regulations, you need to talk to Multicore about Oxide-Free Solder Creams.

To find out more, use the reader reply service, cut the coupon or contact us direct.

"Multicore Rosin-based Solder Creams are safe to use provided certain precautions are observed. Details of these are available on request. Multicore Solder Ltd is a Registered Supplier of Solder Creams on the U.K. Defence Contractors List and are type approved by the Ministry of Defence to DTD 599A. Multicore Rosin-based Solder Creams are approved on the Qualified Products List QPL C-507E, of the U.S. Defense Supply Agency.

The biggest name in solder worldwide
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WW-004 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Sales Department, Multicore Solder Limited, Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7EP. Telephone (0442) 3636. Telex 82363.